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Montana
executes
murderer
DEER LODGE, Mont. (AP)
— A Kentucky drifter who came
to Montana to become a mountain man and wound up murdering a couple was executed
this morning, taking any hope
of an explanation for the killings to his grave.
In the nine years Terry Allen
Langford was on death row, he
nee( said w.iy lie tied up and
killed Ned and Celene Blackwood at their ranch home in
1988. The question haunted
him as well, his aunt said.
"He said, 'Every day I lay my
head on the pillow, I ask myself
what happened,"' said Brenda
Prangley, who spoke with
Langford frequently by phone.
Langford, 31, was executed
by injection after nine years of
swinging back and forth between resignation and court appeals. Within hours of his arrest
in 1988, he had confessed and
requested the death penalty,
but as late as Monday night he
asked Gov. Marc Racicot for a
delay. It was denied.
It was only the state's second execution since 1943.
The cabinetmaker, who was
raised in Lebanon, Ky. and
whose parents still live there,
had planned to live in the wilderness of the Rocky Mountains but stumbled on the
Blackwoods' home. He raided
their garage refrigerator, found
a loaded .22-caliber rifle in
Blackwood's truck and forced
Mrs. Blackwood to tie her husband's hands. Then he tied
both of them up in the living
room and talked with them for
several hours as they lay
captive.
"There was a point where
they were getting along fine,"
said Chris Prangley, Langford's
uncle. "He said they were really nice people."

WEATHER
Today...Mostly sunny and
warmer. High 60 to 65. West
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy.
Low 35 to 40. Light wind.
Wednesday...Partly sunny
and mild. High in the middle
60s.
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Arena
action
tonight
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
For one last time, the Murray
State Racers will call a quaint,
homey old fieldhouse home.
The Racer basketball team will
host Tennessee Tech Tuesday in
the first round of the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament at 7 p.m.
in Cutchin Ficldhouse/Racer
Arena. It will be the final MSU
basketball contest played in the
facility, built in 1954.
Murray State moves into the
new Regional Special Events
Center (RSEC) next season.
The university officially said
goodbye Saturday with ceremonies honoring former players and
coaches.
Many fans were misty-eyed recalling the building's great
moments.
The opening of the new building will culminate a 20-year effort for a new facility at MSU —
but when it opened, Racer Arena
was considered one of the best
facilities in the country.

Joe Tom Erwin served as
MSU's director of publicity and
sports information director for
two decades.
"It was easily the best place in
the OW," Erwin recalled. "I
came in 1957, and it was one of
the better places in the country.

Everyone, even the big schools,
had the old fieldhouses — and
we had a place with chairs in it."
Dr. Hugh Oakley is one of several who has had season tickets in
the building since it opened. The
Oakleys have had Racer basketball season tickets since 1946.

"It was a great thing," Oakley
said. "The basketball program
was taking on a new life when
the arena opened. It was such an
improvement over the old Carr
Health Building. We thought we
were in Cadillac style."
Before moving into the arena.

MSU had played basketball in
Wilson Hall, in Lovett Auditorium and in the Carr Health
Building.
Mancil Vinson remembers
watching the new arena being
II See Page 2

Judge stands between Ferrell, death penalty
TAVARES, Fla. (AP) — A
jury recommended that a Kentucky teen-ager and selfprofessed vampire cult leader die
in Florida's electric chair for the
crow-bar slayings of a couple in
their home.
Rod Ferrell, 17, of Murray,
Ky., showed little emotion when
the jury returned after deliberating 41
/
4 hours and the decision
was announced Monday. His

mother, Sondra Gibson, and other
relatives cried in the courtroom
audience.
"He doesn't for whatever reason think like we do, but he does
have the clear mental ability to
decide between right and
wrong," said Brad King, the assistant state attorney who prosecuted the case.
"There is no comfort except
that we as a society hold people

accountable for what they do."
Circuit Judge Jerry Lockett
will have the final say on sentencing but will have little latitude to deviate from the jury's
suggestion.
Ferrell pleaded guilty to killings of Richard Wendorf and
Naoma Ruth Queen on Nov. 25,
1996, when he and three members of his blood-sucking cult
came to Florida from Kentucky

to help the couple's daughter run ily obsessed with the occult.
away.
'His behavior' has been af"Ruth's and Rick's honor have fected by his family's conduct,"
now been restored," said Bill Hawthorne said. "There was no
Wendorf, twin brother of the normalcy. No values, no strucvictim.
ture, and he was allowed to live
Defense attorney Candace in a fantasy world."
Hawthorne tried to persuade jurDoctors and mental health
ors to recommend a life sentence workers testified how Ferrell told
without parole, saying Ferrell them he had been sexually
was forced to live in a fantasy
world created by an abusive fam- • See Page 2

MSU pins
hopes on
new center
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Murray State University hopes
a new Center of Business and Industry will bring new students to
campus.
The center has been designated
by the university's board of regents as MSU's proposed Center
for Distinction. Each regional
university in the state is eligible
for up to $1 million in matching
funds for a center for distinction
as part of the new post-secondary
reform legislation.
The centers are designed to be
programs that rate among the best
in their field across the country.
Murray State will seek approval of the Center of Business
and Industry from the state Council on Post-Secondary Education
next month.
The key component of Murray
State's proposal is degree programs in telecommunications system management — a joint effort
from the university's business
and industry colleges.
"Obviously, a center of distinction will build on our programs,"
university president Dr. Kern
Alexander told the board of regents Friday. "The emphasis on
telecommunications system management is a program for the future. Major telecommunications
companies across the country are
looking for the type of mid-level
expertise in both technology and
management that this .program

IN See Page 2
•

BERNARD KANE/Ledger &

Times photo
Standing room only crowds like this one against Tennessee State during the 1994-95 season have greeted the Murray
Racers
State
during
their
tenure at Cutchin Fieldhouse/Raeer Arena. Tonight's OVC Tournament game against Tennessee Tech is Murray State's
last contest in the
building before moving into the new Regional Special Events Center (RSEC) next season.

U.N. chief
celebrates
Iraq accord
By SUSAN SEVAREID
Associated Press Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledgor & Times pholo

A WHOPPING WAIT: Larry Wurth, Jeremy Toombs and Casey Naber camp in front of the new Burger King restaurant in Murray Tuesday morning. The three MSU students started their vigil "to have the
first whopper" at midnight.

El-Nino storm rocks California
By OSCAR MUSIBAY
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Thc
season's most furious El Ninopowered storm began its second
day of destruction early today
with a tornado that damaged
sheds at an Orange County trailer
park and a mudslide that injured
10 people nearby.

Hundreds of homes in at least
five counties across the state
were imperiled by flooding and
hillsides ambling from a month
of storms. Two people were
killed Monday when a tree
crashed down on their tar, and
rock and mud slides closed many
roads and highways in Smear.
California, where the steno

caused the most damage.
The storm also halted Amtrak
service for thousands of passengers until at least March 2 by damaging a key train trestle in Ventura. Flooding also forced rail
commuter service to be suspended between Los Angeles and

See Page 2

UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Hundreds of U.N. employees
cheered their chief on his return
today from his biggest diplomatic
coup, arranging a weaponsinspection accord that may avert
a U.S.-led military strike on Iraq.
Kofi Annan was to immediately brief the Security Council
on the agreement signed Monday
in Baghdad.
"I think we have a good agreement, an agreement that I will defend anywhere, and I'm sure the
member states would accept it,"
Annan told about 300 U.N. employees pressed against blue
metal barriers to congratulate the
secretary-general on his mission.
"There were millions of people around the world rooting for
peace," Annan told the whistling
and applauding U.N. staff. "That
is why I say you should never
underestimate the power of
Prayer."
The council must approve the
agreement, but President Clinton
said Monday he is willing to give
it a chance. In an interview Monday evening with France 2 television, Annan called Washington's
favorable comments "a very
good sign."
Mindful of past broken promises by Saddam Hussein. the
Clinton administration said today
it wants the agreement to be
tested. U.S. Ambassador Bill Richardson said the question "is

•See Pep
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built around a gravel pit.
"Dr. (Ralph) Woods (long-time
MSU president) was very elated
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over the fact he was going to
have bleachers around the grad
pit," Vinson recalled. "It was so
convenient to the health building.
It was a great day and everyone
was so enthusiastic about the
facility."
The basketball squad struggled
in its new home until Cal Luther
arrived in 1957 to take over command of the Racer program. During his tenure, he guided the Racers to two NCAA Tournament
appearances and rebuilt the program into one of the tops in the
area.
"He was fiery," Erwin recalled.
"1* could fire up a crowd and
used it for Murray's advantage.
The biggest gesture was when he
took off his coat. The place
would go crazy."
While recent years have seen
great success on the court,
Luther's tenure included fantastic
success at the ticket office.
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going be how we enforce this
agreement."
Richardson, appearing this
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morning on American television
networks, said that after Security
Council approval of Annan's
agreement, "we have to test it,
then we have to enforce it and
then we have to find ways to
make sure there is full compliance." He said the test should
be "quick."
Despite suspicions about Saddam's willingness to abide by the
agreement, a sense of relief pervaded Washington as Clinton tentatively accepted Baghdad's written promise to allow full U.N.
weapons inspections.
Wary of Saddam's intentions,
Clinton ordered the U.S. military
force in the Persian Gulf to remain in case Iraq reneges again.
Ground and air forces continued
to arrive today even as the threat
of conflict eased.
"This is not about trusting,"
Clinton said. "What really mat-

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

0513

S. 12th St.=

753-4461

Kopperud Realty's

Showcase of Homes
*1 In

Murray-Calloway County!

PRICE REDUCED! Five bedroom, 3'h
bath, home on a corner lot in Woodgate
Subdivision. Featuring eat-in kitchen with
bay window, pantry, dining roan, living
room, family roan & hardwood flairs.
Many more amenities If a lot of room is
what you want, this could be yours today_
Owners are anxious to sell, & the reduced
pnce reflects this. Don't let this one get
away. S159,900.00. MIS 13001038

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION This house is great for residence with
office. Newly renovated in 1992, located
across the greet from the new court house.
Large 2 car garage with gas heat, could be
rented for legal office. Reduced $175,000. MLS 03001089

Bi

the basketball program in
general."
The new RSEC building will
seat 8,200 — but long-time MSU
supporters wonder if the feeling
will be the same.
"I hate to see them move," Erwin said. "You see the teams that
move into new buildings, they
lose half the homecourt advantage. This is one of the last great
home court advantages in the
country."
But the new facility is bigger
than basketball.
"It's going to be awfully hard
to get the excitement that we've
experienced in Racer Arena,"
Vinson said. "I don't think you'll
find another fieldhouse anywhere
that has had as much excitement
as we've had in Racer Arena. But
I'm looking forward to the opportunity this new arena is going to
offer Murray State, Calloway
County and western Kentucky."
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IN-LINE SKATES: Jake Steelnack, Cody Zirbel and his brother
Cory take advantage of the sunshine Sunday to practice their skating
skills at Murray State University.

NEW LISTINGI Located in beautiful
setting on large wonderful tree-covered lot
in Gatesborough. This one owner, 3 BR,
2.5 bath brick ranch features large foyer,
fireplace, large spacious rooms. Offered at
$105,500. MIS 03001194

ters ... is not what Iraq says but
what it does."
Under the accord signed Monday, a copy of which was obtained by The Associated Press,
Iraq would give the U.N. Special
Commission that oversees inspections and the International
Atomic Energy Agency "immediate, unconditiOnal and unrestricted access" to suspected
weapons sites as required by past
U.N. resolutions.
However, the two-page memo
stipulated that senior diplomats
appointed by Annan carry out inspections at eight presidential
palaces.
It said that the "special
group" would operate under procedures established by UNSCOM
and the IAEA, as well as "specific, detailed procedures which
will be developed given the special nature of the presidential
sites" — a loose end that could
pose trouble in the future.
The accord also reiterated the
commitment of U.N. member
states to "respect the sovereignty
and territorial integrity of Iraq."
And it addressed an issue of particular importance to Iraq — the
lifting of economic sanctions imposed after Iraq invaded Kuwait
in 1990, sparking the 1991 Persian Gulf War.
While it set no time line, it
noted that the lifting of sanctions
is "obviously of paramount
importance."
Iraq lauded the accord beneath
bright red headlines and frontpage pictures of Saddam. Staterun newspapers reported today
the pact will pave the way for a
quick lifting of U.N. economic
sanctions.
Saddam also ordered that Feb.
23 be celebrated nationwide as
the "Day of the Flag," marking
the day on which Iraqis
triumphed over the United States.
An endorsement by the Security Council would save Iraq
from a U.S. air attack, and save
Washington from strong international opposition to such a strike.
And, if the Iraqis hold to the bargain, it will be Annan's biggest
diplomatic success in 14 months
of leading the world body.
With U.S. backing, the
59-year-old Annan took over the
U.N.'s top post in January 1997
after working for the world body
since 1962. The United States
considered Annan's predecessor,
Egyptian Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
too slow on U.N. reform.

FROM PAGE 1
will help develop."
Students would receive technical training in the university's
College of Industry and Technology before taking management
course in the College of
Business.
"I'm very excited about this
program," said dean Dannic Harrison of the College of Business.
"It's on the cutting edge of a new
revolution that this country and
the world is going through. The
telecommunications revolution is
changing how we communicate."
Similar programs at the University of Pittsburgh and Oklahoma State University have experienced explosive growth.
"The demand for these type of
skills in the work place will be
phenomenal," Harrison said.
"This program will add to the
reputation of Murray State University both regionally and
nationally."
Harrison also said the program
would help western Kentucky
with economic development.

CONVENIENT LOCATION - Only 5 BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME - On
minutes from town is this 3 bedroom, 2 eight acres with all the extras. Split
bath home on approx. 1 'h acre double lot, bedrooms, large master suite with nice
including central gas heat and air, plus gas bath. Dream kitchen, with island and
furnace fireplace insert. Other amenities breakfast area. Formal dining mom and
include large covered patio, 1,000 gallon living roan. Lou of hardwood floors.
propane tank, and community water Computer room plus bonus room.
supply. S86,500. MIS 13001108
S151,900. MIS 03001182

COUNTRY LIVING on 2 5 acres This CONVENIENT LOCATION — Dais
made-new -again three bedroom, two bath miss this 3 bedroom, 1'/2 bath, ranch style
home features custom cabinetry, new II& A home with central gas heat and central air
and nice open floor plan Includes 4000 Very attractive inside - must set to apprecishop, barn & fenced pasture Pnced to sell ate 1.011 of possibilities. See this one today
in the ¶70's MIS 13001134
pnoed in the low $50's. MIS 03001153
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GRF.AT RENTAL PROPERTY — be
also zoned for commercial. This three
bedroom, two bath bane offers lots of
potential with central gas heat and central
air. Over 1,100 sq. h. and comfortably
sized rooms,this is a listing to see. Priced at
¶49.00000. MIS 13031158

"I think we have the opportunity to move this area of the state
from an economic development
standpoint," Harrison said. "We
have the chance to develop
another golden triangle. Maybe
I'm overly optimistic, but I believe that this is possible."
Dr. James McCoy, chair of the
economics department at Murray
State, also stressed the economic
development aspects of the
program.
"The great thing about this is
that we can match academic interest with practical implications
for economic development in the
region," McCoy said.
Alexander also said he hopes
WQTV, the low-power television
station that the university will
take over operations of Sunday,
will be counted toward the
matching funds MSU has to raise.
The value of the assets of the
station and the station license has
been appraised at $387,000.
"I think we can make a great
case for that counting toward the
match," Alexander said.
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•Judge...
FROM PAGE 1
abused by his maternal grandfather and his grandfather's
friends in cult rituals.
As Hawthorne held up family
photographs for the jury, she
said, "While they look happy,
peaceful and normal, there is a
lot more behind the pictures."
Relatives were aware of the
bespectacled Ferrell's drug abuse
and emotional problems but
never sought counseling for him,
testimony indicated. His mother
was a former prostitute who
shared his interest in vampirism.
Nicole Scandura, a friend of
Ferrell's from Orlando, said she
was distraught that a teen-ager
would be sentenced to die considering his dysfunctional family. "I
know the pain he went through,"
she said.
Hawthorne hoped any death

sentence would be overturned on
appeal. Her co-counsel, Bill
Lackey, said the 12 jurors were
swayed by the gruesomeness of
the crime. He said he was disappointed in the short time it took
for them to come back with the
death recommendation.
King said the crime was premeditated and that Ferrell
brought his clan to Florida to
steal Wcndorf's Ford Explorer.
The group was caught in
Louisiana.
Hawthorne said that when Ferrell entered the home of the couple he was acting out 16 years of
fury.
"He could not stop the rage,"
Hawthorne said. "He acted instantly, violently. You won't decide this case on rage. You will
decide this case on common
sense."
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FROM PAGE 1
the Antelope Valley, northeast of
the city.
Dozens of residents were evacuated Monday night from their
homes southeast of Bakersfield as
Caliente Creek crested and runoff

lou'rv in good hand..
NEW LISTING! Charming home in great
neighborhood Features numerous updates
including new central 11/A '97, new roof
96, flooring & wallpaper 95, some new
appliances, wood stove in family room,
wonderful floor plan. S109,500 MIS
13001168
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1 month
$6.00 I 6 months $3600
$72.00
3 months $18.00 I 1 yew

BY MAP.

Crowds swelled into the 5,500
seat arena.
"The biggest crowds were always against Western Kentucky,"
Erwin said. "We used to exaggerate the hell out of the attendance. The seating is 5,500 and
we would estimate crowds at
7,000. I've seen them with every
seat filled, every aisle filled and
people standing five to 10 deep
around the track. That was before
the fire marshals cracked down
on us. I suspect there have been
crowds of over 7,000 in the
building."
And the layout of the building
made all those people feel right
on top of the action.
"The layout has contributed to
the spirit of the game," Oakley
said. "The size was very adequate
for several years, but we've outgrown the seating capacity. It
served the program well for a
long time and was a big boost for

For auto, home and life—
Being in good hands
is the only place to be.'
THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky
502-753-4751

continued to percolate from the
nearby southern Sierra Nevada.
"It's a very dangerous situation," said Kern County sheriff's
spokeswoman Patty Chase said.
"They arc literally pulling people
out of vehicles that are caught in
flash floods."
Almost a foot of rain has fallen
so far this month in the Los
Angeles area, close to the February record of 13.37 inches, set in
1884. San Francisco has had its
wettest rainy season in more than
a century, with 38.61 inches as of
Monday.
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AROUND THE STATE
Bill calls for stiffer penalty- FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Senate passed a bill
Monday that would stiffen the penalty for tampering with a race
horse.
The bill stems from several incidents at Churchill Downs during
the past two years in which sponges were stuffed up the noses of
thoroughbreds.
The bill, which passed 36-0, would make it a felony to tamper
with a race horse. People caught and convicted could serve prison
time.

Local bodies to regulate towers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A bill to give local governments
some influence over location of cellular telephone towers was
passed 91-4 by the Kentucky House on Monday.
The bill would give a regulatory option to local governments
with planning and zoning commissions. The commissions or local
governing bodies would have to register with the state Public Service Commission.
Jefferson County was specifically exempted. The bill goes to the
Senate.

Bill outlaws late-term abortions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The Kentucky Senate overwhelmingly passed a bill Monday that would outlaw tertain late-term
abortion procedures.
It was the latest in a series of victories for abortion opponents
who have had only modest success in previous sessions of the General Assembly.
Physicians performing "partial birth abortions" would be guilty
of a felony under the bill and could spend one to five years in
prison.
Under the bill, doctors would not violate the law by performing
partial-birth abortions necessary to save the mother's life.

Tire company threatens to cut jobs
UNION CITY, Tenn.(AP) — Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. has
threatened to cut 310 jobs — and said more could come later —
after the local bargaining unit rejected a request for a longer work
week.
Goodyear, the largest employer in northwest Tennessee, also said
Monday it would withdraw a plan to invest $60 million in the Union City plant, add 500 jobs and guarantee no layoffs for two years
unless workers go along with the change.
It gave United Steelworkers of America Local 878 until Sunday
to approve the proposal that would take the plant to "continuous"
operations — around the clock, seven days per week. The plant
now is open six days.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

Children: Parents
grew marijuana
MARION, Ky. (AP) — Twe
boys, wet, tired and hungry,
hiked nearly eight miles cross
country to turn in their their stepfather and mother for allegedly
growing marijuana.
Carrying a small bag of marijuana as proof of their accusation,
the boys, ages 14 and 12, had left
behind their two sisters, ages 16
and 13, in what officers described
as deplorable conditions.
"It was pretty nasty," said
Crittenden County Sheriff Floyd
Andrews, who assisted state police detectives in a search warrant
at residence south of Marion.
State Police Detective Robbie
Kirk described living conditions
in the small mobile home as
some of the worst he had encountered in several years.
Floors bowed as though they
would break through when you
walked across them, he said, and
the residence was infested with
roaches and other bugs.
Kirk said there was no food in
the residence and that the children told officers they were limited to one meal a day. Eaten in
the evenings, it consisted of
beans or something out of a can
such as spaghetti or ravioli, Kirk
said.
The boys who reached the police station about dawn Sunday,
said they were limited to only
one meal as punishment for having earlier used too much food,
the detective said.
Kevin Ray Little, 26, and his
wife Hazel, 36, are charged with
four felony counts of unlawful
transaction with a minor, posses-

sion of less than 8 ounces of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia. Bond for each was
set at $5,000.
Little was being held in the
Crittenden County Jail, while his
wife was lodged in the Marshall
County Jail at Benton. They will
be arraigned March 4 in Crittenden District Court,
The boys told officers they had
stayed away from roads and
walked across fields and through
woods to avoid been found by
their parents.
A search of the residence
turned up only a small amount of
marijuana, marijuana seed and
drug paraphernalia, authorities
said. But they believe Little managed to remove and hide larger
amounts in the hours between the
time when the boys left the house
and when officers could obtain a
search warrant.
Officers also said there were
indications marijuana had been
cultivated on the property.
The children, taken into protective custody Sunday by the Ken
tucky Cabinet for Human Resources, were released to the care of
relatives, state police said. A social worker refused to discuss the
case.
The children were expected to
be re-enrolled in the count,
school system. They had not attended this school year but were
being taught at home in a homeschool program, Kirk said, with
the 16-year-old girl serving as
teacher. Too young to drive, they
had virtually no contact with anyone else.

BERNARD KANE

Couple regains custody of girls
NEW YORK (AP) — Two Russian girls have been returned to
the custody of adoptive American parents accused of abusing the
children on the airplane ride home from Moscow.
The girls, now 5, were returned Monday to live with Karen and
Richard Thorne of Phoenix, said Maggie Lear, a spokeswoman for
the Administration for Children's Services.
As a condition of regaining custody, Queens Family Court Judge
Joseph Lauria ruled that the couple would be subject to unannounced visits by Arizona child welfare officials.'

Nichols' attorneys file motion
DENVER (AP) — Terry Nichols says prosecutors are trying to
get a judge to do what a jury would not — sentence him to life in
prison without parole for his role in the Oklahoma City bombing.
In a motion filed in U.S. District Court on Monday, Nichols' lawyers argued he deserved. a minimum sentence for his conviction
on conspiracy and manslaughter, noting that a jury refused to return
a death sentence or even life in prison.
But federal prosecutors, in a separate motion, said Nichols deserved the most the judge could impose, life in prison without
parole.
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TALKING ABOUT FITNESS: Dr. Marvel Harrison of Evansville,
Ind., presented a speech on physical fitness and Its link to emotional
and spiritual wellness during Monday's conference on eating disorders
at Murray State University.
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Florida rescue efforts continue
KISSIMMEE, Fla.(AP) — Rescuers searched the ruins early today hoping to find at least six people still missing a full day after a
band of monster tornadoes killed at least 38, leaving a deadlier
swath of destruction than Hurricane Andrew.
"I am an optimist but right now, we're asking the dogs to look
for those who are deceased," fire Capt. David Costello said as his
search dogs sniffed through a trailer twisted around a tree at Ponderosa Park Campground.
Entire neighborhoods in central Florida were turned into heaps of
wood, twisted metal and broken glass by winds of up to 260 mph.
More than 250 people were injured, dusk-to-dawn curfews were in
place, and federal aid was on its way.

AROUND THE WORLD
Rabbis set curfew for women
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel's married women must be home by
midnight, a panel of rabbis has declared.
The ruling was handed down by the rabbinical court in Haifa, as
it approved a divorce suit by a man who said his wife frequented
singles' bars and staying out until morning.
"But he is sleeping with other women," the wife protested.
This also was "insufferable," the rabbis conceded, but they insisted it is the wife who must be home by midnight, the newspaper
Yediot Ahronot reported today.

Norway devises child-care plan
OSLO, Norway (AF) — Faced with a chronic shortage of childcare centers, Norway plans to pay parents to stay home with their
own kids — a proposal that has pitted feminists against traditionalists in this staunchly egalitarian country.
Under the proposal, parents of small children would get $400 a
month, in addition to other welfare benefits, on the condition that
they don't use a public day-care center.
About 70 percent of mothers of young children in Norway work
outside the home. But only 40 percent of children under the age of
3 have a spot in a subsidized child care centers — a spot that costs
the government about $400 per child per month.

IRA denies bombing town
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP) — The Irish Republican Army
has sidestepped responsibility for bombing a hard-line Protestant
town, an attack that has stoked sectarian passions as Catholic and
Protestant negotiators are supposed to be compromising over
Northern Ireland's future.
The outlawed IRA issued a statement late Monday to RTE, the
Irish national broadcast company, that avoided commenting on
Monday's blast in downtown Portadown, 30 miles southwest of
Belfast.
The bomb, hidden inside a stolen silver BMW, leveled two
buildings, set another on fire and smashed windows and roofs
across a wide area. But phoned warnings allowed police to clear
the area before the bomb went off, preventing any serious injuries.
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By Opal Hart
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FROM OUR READERS
Families want to vote
Dear Editor:
I recently attended a city council meeting to hear their proposals on
annexation. I, as well as many others, live in the area proposed for
annexation. First, I would greatly like to thank those six members of the
council that voted against proceeding with the annexation process.
Thank you for listening and considering our appeals,and voting the way
you did.
Please, do not change your positions, but hold steadfast in your
resolve. To the other seven members, who voted to proceed with the
process, please reconsider your positions.
As I sat and listened to the proceedings, one thing became very
apparent to me. Thirteen people were exercising their right to vote. Of
those 13 people, seven members,I believe, were trying to prevent some
700 plus families from exercising their right to vote. Please give us a
chance to vote on the issue.
Daniel Huff=
17 Gibbs Store Rd.
Murray, KY 42071

Mary went to high school with
my sister Pamela. She was one of
the gaggle of girls that swept
through our house regularly, full of
gossip and bravado.
They trooped through the front
door giggling and fixing their hair,
stopping in the living room long
enough to greet my parents properly
while Pamela swiped a pack of
cigarettes. Then they moved to the
kitchen to pillage snacks and sixpacks of Pepsi, before clattering up
the back stairs to my sister's room.
Somewhere in between there was
always a pause while they made
faces at Jeanne and me, the
youngest two of the Alexander girls.
"Little pitchers have big ears,"
Pamela warned. You'd have thought
we were tabloid reporters.
Someone always slammed the
bedroom door in Dur fazes, just to
make the point that we were not
welcome in their royal, teenage
midst.
Of course, Jeanne and I eavesdropped whenever we could, but
it seemed that shrill voices sank to
whispers when something juicy was
about to be shared. The only thing
we could hear distinctly was the

metallic click of the screens being
unhitched so the girls could blow
forbidden smoke out the windows.
When they left, the room reeked of
Chesterfields and Chanel No. 5.
Often, Mary was the one who
stayed for dinner or slept overnight.
She pitched in like one of us, Setting
the table, assisting with cooking
chores, doing the dishes. She
witnessed the agony and ecstasy of
life in our house on Oak Avenue,
becoming like a fourth sister, the
one with the throaty laugh and
impeccable taste.
It seemed natural that she called
our mother "Mom." Jeanne and I
were perfectly willing to accept her
into the family. In fact, there were
times when we would gladly have
swapped Pamela for Mary.

While Pam was freckled-faced
and pug-nosed,Mary had the classic
features of an Irish beauty. Pamela
was a cheerleader, boom-a-lack-alacking with more vigor than grace.
Mary was a twirler, in gleaming
white boots and smartly plumed hat.
When they all marched through
downtown in victory parades, the
cheerleaders were disheveled and
hoarse, while the twirlers were as
cool and elegant as their goldtrimmed uniforms.
Throughout high school and college, Mary and Pamela remained
close friends. On holidays and vacations, they sat in the kitchen for
hours, smoking cigarettes and
sneaking shots of scotch when my
father wasn't looking.

Eventually,Jeanne and I were not
ejected from these conversations.
As we grew up, we became their
equals,and Mary became my friend
too.
By the time I was 30, I edged
ahead of all my siblings, as the first
in the family to get divorced. So I
was the expert when Pamela's marriage dissolved, the one who threw
the divorce party.
And when Mary's wedding vows
were unraveling, she consulted me
for career counseling. I also accompanied her the day she went to court,
making little quips to keep her
smiling throughout the grim
proceedings.
Even now, when we talk about
our happy second marriages, Mary
and I chuckle when we reminisce
that the worst thing her first husband
could find to say about her was that
she reads too many books!
Today is Mary's birthday. It is
hard to believe how the years have
passed. We have come a long way
from the early days, when Mary and
Pamela paraded down Main Street,
and Jeanne and I waved at them
from the curb, wishing that we
would hurry and grow up.
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Debate 'important event'
Dear Editor:
Being 46 years old, I remember the very first time I realized that a
Christian could believe in evolution. A young man attending Murray
State was our "Home Away From Home" student and he sat down with
us at the dinner table one day and said he had changed his mind about the
creation and flood accounts found in Genesis.
Since then,I have been bombarded with "proofs" that evolution is not
just a hypothesis, but has been proved to be a fact.
A few years ago, I started studying and supporting some men who
were interpreting scientific discoveries in ways which support the
creation account It has been very exciting knowing that learned
scientists were gathering information and that the information seemed to
confirm what God not only said aloud, but wrote in stone.
Being a lifelong resident of this community, I've witnessed the
changes which have happened in the 30 or so years since I first noticed
the changes in beliefs. Those changes haven't been for the good of our
communities. Frankly, we have gotten to the point that lying, adultery,
homosexuality, abortion, etc. are all now socially acceptable to many if
not most of our citizenry.
How did this happen? I believe it happened partially because we have
lost our foundation of a belief that God supernaturally created "in six
days" everything we experience in the natural world.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, however,is bringing Dr. Duane Gish
from the Institute of Creation Research right here to Murray. On
Wednesday at 7 p.m. he will debate Dr. Bill Schell,an MSU professor,in
the third floor Curris Center Ballroom. It is my opinion that this is one of
the most important events ever to happen in Murray. This debate will be
strictly on scientific evidences, not on the Bible or religious literature of
any kind.
Gary Taylor
4630 Jones Mill Crossland Rd.
Puryear, TN 38251
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Dear Editor:
The article by Jack Faris, president of the National Federation of
Independent Business, caught my attention. The article was in
Thursday's Ledger in the "Forum" section.
The article dealt with President Clinton's proposal to increase the
federal minimum wage by $I over the next two years.
Although I would not be affected personally by an increase in the
minimum wage, I know a number of people who would be. What Faris
unknowingly or c hoses to ignore is the fact the people who would get an
increase in pay would have more money in hand to buy goods and
services from his members.
The small and independent businessmen need to wake up and see that
when their workers get an increase in pay, it's good for them also.
Irving Parker
1037 Oak Grove Circle
Benton, KY 42025
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KEA wants state's trust
Dear Editor:
Kentucky teachers appreciate the sacred trust Kentuckians place in us
every day. We realize that the future of our great state depends on what
we do in our classrooms with our students. We believe it's time for
government bureaucrats to trust us as much as other Kentuckians do.
The governor's collective bargaining proposal would extend that trust
to us as well as to the people we trust to protect our communities, homes
and families.
While teachers on school based councils can currently talk about
curriculum and instructional methods, much of what determines student
success is decided at the school district level where teachers have little to
say.
Collective bargaining would change that so we could work together to
make sure more of the available funds go to the classroom, to create
smaller classes, and to enact school calendars that increase learning.
Collective bargaining would assure that government bureaucrats,just
like more modern managers, confer with the people they hire to do the
public's work.
Opponents of collective bargaining are using scare tactics to mislead
Kentuckians. The Governor's proposal would make strikes by public
employees less likely because ofextremely severe penalties. It would not
increase the likelihood of tax hikes.
The same people we trust to protect our communities and teach our
kids should be trusted to help decide how Kentucky can best serve its
citizens.
Janet Carrico, President
Kentucky Education Association
404 Capitol Ave.
Frankfort, KY 40601

Clinton, Hussein similar?
I want to believe the president of
my country. I sincerely do.
I do believe that Saddam Hussein
has chemical and biological weapons that he is preparing to use on
somebody, possibly his own people
again, possibly a neighbor and possibly even Israel — which could
launch World War III ( recently
forecast by Boris Yeltsin), even
Armageddon.
I do believe Bill Clinton when he
says Saddam has violated his postGulf War agreement to open up
various sites to inspection by U.N.
teams.
But I wonder why it has taken us
until this moment to respond, especially since his violations were
evident just 15 days after the Gulf
War ended. It couldn't have anything to do with Clinton's other
enemy — himself — could it?
The problem for me, and I suspect for a lot of other people, is the
president's accusations that Saddam
Hussein is a liar. About the inspectors, Clinton said Saddam "lied to
them,disabled monitoring cameras,
literally spirited evidence out of the
back doors of suspect facilities as
inspectors walked through the front
doqr. And our people were there
observing it and had the pictures to
prove it"
Remember documents that didn't
exist and then suddenly did? Remember the Riadys and suspect
campaign cash? Remember the FBI
files, the Whim House travel office,
the secretive health-care meetings

CAL'S TI IOUGIITS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
by Hillary Clinton, along with her
cattle futures deal, and Gennifer
Flowers, Monica Lewinsky and
many other women in between?
And then there was Clinton's
complaint about SacIdam's response
to U.N. inspectors: "The inspection
system has worked in the face of
lies, stonewalling, obstacle after
obstacle after obstacle."
Sen. Fred Thompson's(R-Tenn.)
governmental affairscommittee and
Rep. Dan Burton's(R-Ind.) government reform and oversight committee are encountering considerable
stonewalling and obstacle after obstacle in attempts to get at the truth
about campaign fund-raising.
For Clinton, whose career has
been built and sustained on lies,
calling Saddam a liar doesn't pack
,the punch it might with someone of
greater integrity.
And then what was this little
phrase about comparing Saddam's
"presidential palaces" sitting on
40,000 acres of land with the White
House which occupies 18 acres:
"We're not talking about a few
rooms here with delicate personal

matters involved."
What could Clinton have meant
by "delicate personal matters" in a
"few rooms"?
The president also contends that
our military, whose strength has
been cut by more than 40 percent
since this administration took office, is the "best-prepared, bestequipped, best-trained fighting
force in the world."
That may be true, compared to
other nations, but our military is not
what it was in size or strength seven
years ago during the Gulf War.
That's one reason why we're not
using ground troops and why bombs
and rockets will fall from the safest
possible distances to minimize casualties, a large number of which
this draft-avoiding president could
not absorb politically.
The scene at the Pentagon Tuesday (Feb. 17) resembled a political
rally. Defense Secretary William
Cohen introduced Al Gore with a
speech that sounded like an endorsement for his expected presidential nm. Cohen called him a
foreign-policy expert and supporter

of the President's policy.
It was Gore who denounced a
similar policy in 1991 and criticized
George Bush for going to war.
Bush majored in foreign affairs
and built solid relationships with
world leaders. Clinton majors in
affairs of a different sort and is a
small man whose skills are that of an
illusionist. He can fool many of his
fellow countrymen,but he can't fool
a tough guy like Saddam Hussein.
The foreign press tells a profound
story. Seven years ago, Middle East
and Persian newspapers denounced
George Bush in mostly macho
terms.
Today, Clinton is characterized
in newspapers from Baghdad to
Cairo as a weakling,and his alleged
sexual affairs are ridiculed as those
of a self-indulgent, feeble man. No
amount of bombs falling from the
sky are likely to erase that image.
What if the bombs produce the
very horror they're supposed to
deter, releasing biological and
chemical agents into the atmosphere? What will happen to Israel,
which is already stocking up on gas
masks and tape to seal houses? Most
Arab nations have not joined the
anemic coalition that includes such
military powers as Hungary, The
Netherlands and Argentina.
Will we further bolster Saddam in
the eyes of the Arab world if he
takes a licking and keeps on ticking?
Whatever this president tells us
about that probably won't be the
whole truth, either.
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CALENDAR

C.U.B.S. meeting Wednesday
C.U.B.S. (Calloway United Benevolent Services) will meet Wednesday, Feb. 25, at noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Updated Community Directory on a computer disc will be distributed.
Any agency organization or other entity with a service mission is
invited to participate. Announcements and agenda items should be
called in by Tuesday to 753-1751 or 753-3070. Murray Ledger &
Times will furnish drinks for those bringing their lunches.

MMS plans special event
Murray Middle School will host a fund-raising event, "Winter
Blast," on Friday, Feb. 27, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. This will be two
hours of family fun with games and prizes. Special appearances will
be by "35MM" and Stand-Up Comic Justin Sealey. All profits will
benefit MMS students.

NARFE meeting on Friday
Matthew H. Hale, CPA with Thurman, Martin, Colson and Hale,
will speak at a meeting of Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees on Friday. Feb. 27, at 11:30
a.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Hale will discuss changes in filing 1997 tax
returns and will answer questions from the members. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all members and prospective members to
attend.

Stephanie Layne Williams
and Justin Dee Phillips

Special meeting is tonight
A special meeting led by persons from Family Foundation who
work in association with James Dobson's "Focus on the Family" magazine called "Citizen" will be tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Murray. Upcoming legislation in the state concerning abortion, homosexuality, same-sex marriages, pornography, etc.,
will be discussed. The public is urged to attend.

SS representative here Thursday
A representative from the Social Security office will be at Calloway Public Library on Thursday, Feb. 26, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative will be available to help with filing claims
and answering questions.

Compassionate group to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Feb. 26, at 7:30 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group
comprised of those who have lost an infant, child or young adult
through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), still
births or miscarriages. For more information contact Mike Rumble
at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Debate on Wednesday
A debate on "Creation vs. Evolution" will be Wednesday, Feb. 25,
at 7 p.m. in Curris Center Ballroom, Murray State University. Dr.
Bill Schell, Murray State professor and Director of World Civ, will
debate the Evolution Side, and Dr. Duane Gish, vice president of
Institute of Creation Resarch in California, will debate the Creation
Side. The public is invited. For information call Chi Alpha Campus
Chaplain Mark Randall at 753-9786.

Discipline Committee to meet
Discipline Committee of Site-based Decision Making Council of
Calloway County High School will meet Wednesday, Feb. 25, at
3:15 p.m. in room 113 at the school. The public is invited.

Unitarian meeting Wednesday
The Unitarian Universalist Fellowship of Murray will meet Wednesday, Feb. 25, at 4:30 p.m. in the Ohio Room, Curris Center, Murray State University. Refreshments will be provided. All interested
persons are welcome.

Memory class on Thursday
The Memory Enhancement Class offered by Murray Calloway
County Senior Citizens will continue on Thursday, Feb. 26, at 1 p.m.
at the center. If you are interested in learning strategies to improve
your memory skills, call the center at 753-0929. There is no charge
for the class.

Williams and Phillips
wedding to be April 18
Greg and Rida Williams of 5185 Shoemaker Rd., Murray, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Stephanie
Layne Williams, to Justin Dee Phillips, son of Danny and Evelyn Phillips of 2642 Pottertown Rd., Murray.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are William and Sara Hicks and Sue
Williams and the late Louie Williams Sr., all of New Concord. Her
great-grandparents are Mrs. Della Mae Smith and the late Noel Smith
of New Concord and Mrs. Vonnie Hicks and the late Pete Hicks of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of James and Lorene Geurin of
Murray.
Miss Williams, a 1995 graduate of Calloway County High School,
is employed as a dental assistant by Dr. West Dentistry.
Mr. Phillips, a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
employed as a salesman at Trucks, Trailers and Buses.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, April 18, 1998,
at 6 p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.

Benefit on Saturday
A benefit singing for the family of the late J.R. McKinney will
be Saturday, Feb. 28, at 7 p.m. at
Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, located
three miles north of Buchanan,
Tenn., on Clayton Town Road.
Featured will be the Melody
Echoes and Higher Ground from

Stewart County, Tenn., and Buchanan Singers from Buchanan,
Tenn. Refreshments will be
served.

Group event on Thursday
"The Group" of First Presbyterian Church will meet Thursday,
Feb. 26, at 9:30 a.m. at the church parking lot to go to Reelfoot Lake
area. They will visit a gallery specializing in Native American Handicrafts, have lunch at Boyettee's, and go sightseeing. Reservations
are required for lunch.

Senior Friends will meet
Senior Friends will meet Thursday, Feb. 26, at 2:30 p.m. at Columbia PineLake Regional Medical Center, Mayfield. Deanna Galloway, program manager of the new Wound Care Center at the center,
will be the speaker. For information call Kimberly at
1-502-251-4470 or Shirley at 1-502-527-9748.
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meals, and educational seminars
on coping with stress and
nutrition.
For more information call
Cathy Clark at 474-2211 or for
reservations call 1-800-325-0143.
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Herndon girl
born Feb. 9
John and Anne Herndon of 784
Walston Rd., Almo, are the parents of a daughter, Julia Celeste
Herndon, born on Monday, Feb.
9, 1998, at 11:03 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed four pounds
11 ounces and measured 17
inches.
Grandparents are Barbara and
Gene Herndon of Mayfield and
Barbara and James Bruce of
Louisville. A great-grandmother
is Mrs. Mary Barley of Mayfield.
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recommends all homes
be tested for Radon.

Introduces the Pull-Out Shelf

"The Firebird" will be presented by the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company on Friday and Saturday, Feb. 27 and 28, at 7 p.m. at
Wrather West Kentucky Museum Recital Hall, Murray State University. Tickets are $5 for general admission and children under 5 free.
For reservations clal 767-0579.

\,.

The Office of the
Surgeon General

Holland Tire Co.

Dance program at Wrather

$30 L I
1/2 Price

ADVISORY

For more information call Ray
or Nancy Flowers at
1-901-642-4647.

Fitness camp planned
Kenlake State Resort Park will
have its sixth annual Women's
Fitness Camp from Thursday,
March 19, through Sunday,
March 22.
This camp will feature four
days and three nights of fun,
daily exercise programs, park
walks twice daily, a basic tennis
clinic, golf, cook and low caloric

Wednesday, Feb. 25
First Christian Church brown bag
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study/6 p.m.;
Choir rehearsal/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir
Practice/6:30 p.m.; Ash Wednesday
service/7
p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
West Fork Baptist. Church WWOW/
Youth meeting. children's mission
acuvities/7 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 30
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Me
Club/6 p.m.; Prayer meeting. Mission
Friends, GAs, RAs, Youth/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative Ministries, First Place/6:30 p.m.;
TeamKID/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive, Adult
Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classses/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m_
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m ; Pre-School
Choir, Choristers, Handbell
Rehearsal/5 p.m.; Kids Club/5:30 p.m..
Tom Turner Prayer Groupl6 p.m.; Singers Unlimited/6:15 p.m.; Ash Wednesday service/6:30 p.m.; Sr. High
UMYF Bible Study at Cat's/7 p.m.;
Chancel Choir rehearsal/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Library open/6 p.m.; Children's
Choirs, PrimeTime, Adult Handbells,
Family Foundation Current Issues/6:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:35 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church service/7 p.m
Lecture by Dr. Chekita Hal1,7
p.m./room 208, Faculty Hall, MSU No
charge. Info/762-6936.

Tuesday, Feb. 24
Fourth District Basketball Tournament with Calloway girls vs. Marshall
County/6 p.m.; Calloway boys vs.
Christian Fellowship/7:30 p.m. at Calloway County High School.
MCC Community Theatre auditions
for The Miracle Worker/7 p.m.
Info/759-1752.
Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper/5-7
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Public invited.
Cluster Planning by United Methodist
Churches/7 p.m./Campus Fellowship.
Ladies Night Out at Murray Country
Club cancelled this month.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./MCCH private dining room.
Info/753-7490.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Courtsquare/12:30-3 p.m.
Love of Barbie Club/5 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./private dining room
next to cafeteria at MCCH.
Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene, 753-2350.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 034
meeting/6:30 p.m./Clinic building,
North Fifth and Walnut Streets. Info/
Marcia/753-0854.
Hardin Tops Chapter weigh-in/6 p.m.
and meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
West View Nursing Home West View
Singers/2 p.m.; MSU Time/6:30 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136.
Quad State Middle School Choral
Festival/6:30 p.m./Lovett Auditorium,
MSU.
MSU Racers host OVC tournament
basketball game w/Tennessee Tech/7
p.m.
Wednesday, Feb. 25
Project Graduation meeting/4:30
p.m./Room 125 at Calloway County
High School.
Oaks Country Club Ladies'
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136,
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1:30 p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/9-11 30
a.m./Weaks Community Center.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 a.m.; February birthday
party/2 p.m.
Administrative Board/7 p.m./South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun/
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Ash Wednesday
masses/12:05 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.;
Adult Education/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
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Formal Wear mid Limousine
•Woddinga •Progra 'Banquets *Birthdays •Annivoreories

304 Mali St.
figegreqe
Murray, KY 42071
116 N. Market
(502) 753-1300
Paris, TN 38242
Book Liviossaine
(502) 759-4713
(901) 642-5300
Services
Toll Free
Toll Free
Poo Prom!
1-888-367-6757
1-888-958-9879

B. Scott Foster, D.C.

759-8000
1210 Johnson Blvd. • MurniN
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MSU

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
•'OVC tournament
Racer Arena
Racers vs. Tenn. Tech — 7
• '4th District tournament
Jeffrey Gymnasium
Lady Lakers vs. Marshall — 6
Lakers vs. CFS — 7:30

• '4th District tournament
Girls championship — 7

One saga begins tonight for
Murray State while another
comes to a close.
The Racers (26-3), who won
their 10th Ohio Valley Conference championship in 11 years
this season, begin their quest for
a sixth NCAA Tournament trip in
the 1990s by hosting Tennessee
Tech at 7 in a first-round OVC

tournament game. MSU finished
16-2 in league play this season.
On the other side, the contest
will mark the final game at Racer
Arena. Should the Racers win tonight, they would play Saturday
at 2 in Nashville Arena. The
championship game is Sunday at
1:30.
Other first round games tonight
have Tennessee State at Eastern
Illinois, Eastern Kentucky at

Middle Tennessee and Southeast
Missouri visiting Austin Pcay.
A Murray State victory tonight
would put the Racers against the
SEMO-Austin Pcay winner Saturday at 2.
Murray State swept Tennessee
Tech (9-20) during the regular
season, winning 95-72 in Cookeville, Tenn., and 109-70 in Racer
Arena.
The Golden Eagles are led in

scoring by forward Alex Franco
at 11.1 points per game. Guard
Ricky Cabrera averages 10.6
while forward Wesley Whitehorn
averages 9.9 points and guard Albert Wilson contributes 8.9.
Guard De'Teri Mayes leads
Murray State (and the OVC) in
scoring at 22.2 points per outing
while forward Isaac Spencer contributes 13 points and 7.9 rebounds, Chad Townsend adds

13.2 points and 5.3 assists; Rod
Murray adds 10.4 points and five
rebounds and Duane Virgil tosses
in eight points and 6.1 rebounds
per outing.
Tickets available tonight:
Tickets for tonight's game will be
available at the door at a cost of
$4 for students(MSU and schoolaged) and $10 for adults.
All proceeds from ticket sales
go to the OVC.

Two U of L
players are
arrested in
altercation
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Now that Murray's Lady Tigers have reached the Fourth District tournament championship
game and the First Region tournament, they'll just have to sit
back and wait.
Murray disposed of Christian
Fellowship 67-31 in the tournament opener Monday night at
Calloway County to move into
Thursday's 7 p.m. championship
game against the winner of tonight's Calloway-Marshall contest. Murray swept Calloway during the regular season and split
with Marshall, each team winning
on the other's homecourt.
The Lady Tigers also qualified
for next week's regional tournament at Racer Arena and secured
their third straight 20-win season
in improving to 20-5.
"Thursday will be a tough
game regardless of who comes
out of the Calloway-Marshall
game," Murray coach Rechelle
Cadwell said. "It will be an exciting game Tuesday because there
will be two great teams who really want it and two great coach-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A second
Louisville basketball player is in trouble
with the law following a weekend altercation in the parking lot of a restaurant near
campus.
Starting guard Marques Maybin was arrested early Sunday after allegedly
threatening a police officer. He was
charged with terroristic threatening, obstruction of a governmental order and disorderly conduct — all misdemeanors —
and was released later Sunday from the
Jefferson County jail.
Maybin's lawyer, Louisville attorney
Jim Ellis, said Monday that reserve guard
Cameron Murray also has been issued a
summons warrant on disorderly conduct
charges stemming from the same
altercation.
According to police, officers were
called to the parking lot of Masterson's
restaurant near the school when managers
said a crowd would not disperse about 2
a.m. EST.
Police spokesman Aaron Graham said
Maybin was among those asked to leave,
and Maybin allegedly exchanged words
with an officer. Maybin started to leave
but returned and allegedly made a threat
to the officer, Graham said.
Maybin did not appear at his arraignment Monday morning, where Ellis
pleaded innocent on his behalf.

ing staffs. As many people as can
need to come and watch that
game because both teams will be
fighting to stay alive."
Despite Monday's final score,
the game was tight through the
first half. Murray led only 18-10
after one quarter and just 18-15
early in the second after a basket
by Hope Winstead and a 3-pointer by Lacy Cockrell.
Cadwell, though, said she
wasn't surprised by CFS' early
success.
"They're such good girls and
hard workers, and good things
happen to people like them," she
said. "They made us sweat a little
bit."
But Murray turned up its defensive intensity and closed out

MARK YOUNGtedger & Times photo

Murray's LaCosta Beane (right)
scored 10 points and grabbed 13
rebounds in a 67-31 Fourth District tournament win over Christian Fellowship Monday.
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Redskins strengthen defense with Stubblefield signing
By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer

ASHBURN, Va. (AP) — Sitting last week in the office of the
general manager of the Washington Redskins, Dana Stubblefield
‘sas told just how valuable he is.
"Dana, this isn't real complicated," GM Charley Casscrly

told the free-agent defensive
tackle. "If you're with us the last
two years, we win the division
and win a couple of playoff
games.'
The Redskins then backed up
their confidence by offering Stubblefield a six-year, S36 million
contract. The 1997 NFL Defensive Player of the Year at San

Francisco signed the deal Monday, then vowed to use his experience to help Washington make
the postseason for the first time
since 1992.
"They can key off some of the
things I have to offer for this
team," said Stubblefield, who
spent his first five seasons with
the 49ers, making the Pro Bowl

three times. "Being in the NFC
championship game three years
out of five. Winning the Super
Bowl. Being there. Things like
that."
The Redskins hope Stubblefield does more than just motivate his teammates. One of the
reasons they just missed the playoffs the last two years is because

they were ranked 30th against the
run in 1996 and 28th last year.
"I get a lot of input when I go
to the mall or a (NBA Washington) Wizards game," coach Norv
Turner said. "And basically
everybody told me the same
thing: Get a defensive lineman....
Dana is being very modest. He

WILL be in the center of attention, and he will help the guys around him play better. He will
help the rest of the football team
play better."
That said, Stubblefield was
careful to downplay expectations
that he would be an instant
savior.
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MHS ends year with
76-52 tournament loss
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Numbers added up to disaster
for the Murray High Tigers Monday night.
The Tigers' bid to remain alive
in postseason play was thwarted
largely because of depth.
A thin and youthful Murray
squad used only seven players in
the game while Marshall County
was able to use 14 players, four
of which scored in double
figures.
As a result, the Marshals
(13-13) advanced in the District 4
Tournament with a 76-52 opening
round victory over the Tigers
(2-22) at Calloway's Jeffrey
Gymna slum.
"Our kids did everything that
we asked them to do. You can't
fault the kids' effort," said MHS
Athletics Director David Carr,
who served as interim head coach
in place of Stan Waller (Waller
was out sick).
"But we were just outnum-

bered. They were able to rotate in
10 or 12 guys and we couldn't do
that. They stayed pretty fresh all
night. It was hard for us to keep
up with them."
Both squads struggled on offense in the early going, but Marshall County broke out of its
shooting slump late in the opening quarter to score seven straight
points for a 14-4 lead.
However, the Tigers would not
back down by compiling a 6-0
run to start the second period that
cut the Marshals' lead to just
14-10 with 6:51 remaining in the
half.
Shane Andrus and Drew Holton began the Murray run with a
pair of layups while Heath Brown
capped the scoring spurt with a
bucket.
But Marshall County's Josh

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Drew Holton (23) works
against a Marshall County defender during the Tigers' 76-52 District 4 Tournament loss.

Bulls stay unbeaten
since All-Star Game,
drop Cavaliers 97-75
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago Bulls started much too
slowly to reach the 72 or 69 wins
of the two previous championship
seasons.
But with an 8-0 record since
the All-Star break, they are once
again chasing the NBA's best
record.
"I think other teams are
watching us. I think they can see
we are starting to get healthy and
into a rhythm," Michael Jordan
said.
"Whatever edge we may have
lost early in the season, I think
we're starting to regain that with
our success. We're starting to
find our niche and groove and
our roles."
The Bulls had an easy time
Monday night, routing punchless
Cleveland 97-75 to improve their
record to 42-15.
Elsewhere in the NBA. Detroit
defeated Sacramento 111-85,
Charlotte downed Denver 118-98
and Seattle edged the Los

Angeles Clippers 101-100.
In the next 12 days, the Bulls
play just three games, all at
home.
And they expect to win all
three against Portland, Sacramento and Denver, keeping the
pressure on Seattle for the
league's best mark and homecourt advantage throughout the
playoffs.
Seattle improved to 42-13 with
its victory over the Clippers.
"We'd love to get it. If it happens, great. If it doesn't, we
know we have to win on the
road," Jordan said after scoring
17 points and then sitting out the
fourth quarter Monday night as
the Bulls matched their seasonbest winning streak.
"There is a Seattle watch on
this team. ... You just keep putting a winning streak together,
and the next thing you know we
can catch them and pass them."
Cleveland shot only 33 percent
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The Murray State women's tennis team split its pair of matches in its road
trip to Louisville and now prepares for its Spring Break trip to Hawaii March
9-13.
MSU (4-3) fell to Eastern Michigan 9-0 in Louisville on Feb. 19 MSU coach
Connie Keasling said that Eastern Michigan has a tough team, with some of
its players ranked nationally.
On Feb. 21, MSU beat Southern Illinois 5-4. Winning for the Racers was
Martha Zimmer at No. 1 singles. Brooke Berryman at No. 2 singles, Nina
Sartz-Knudsen at No. 4 singles, Juliana Hite at No. 5 singles, and Berryman
and Zimmer at No. 1 doubles.
Murray State will take on host Hawaii on March 9 at 730 p.m.m CT in Honolulu, Hawaii. While in Hawaii, the Racers will also face Tulsa (March 10),
Brigham Young-Hawaii (March 11), Wisconsin-Green Bay (March 12) and Oklahoma (March 13). MSU will then open its home schedule on March 21 with
Belmont (10 a.m.) and Evansville (1:30 p.m.). The Racers begin Ohio Valley
Conference play on March 27 at Eastern Kentucky.

MSU preps for OVC indoor event
The Murray State men's track team went to two separate meets last
weekend to prepare for this weekend's Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Track
Championships, held Feb. 27-28 at Middle Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
At the Hoosier Hills Open hosted by Indiana University in Bloomington,
Ind., on Feb. 21, senior Jason McKinney took first place in the mile run with a
time of 4 minutes, 12.55 seconds, 3.09 seconds ahead of the second place
finisher.
Brian Palmer placed 17th in the mile run with a time of 4:30.79.
Other Murray State results from the Hoosier Hills Open include Keith
Jared's eighth-place finish in the 5000-meter run with a time of 15:15.71.
Other MSU tracksters took part in the Saluki/USA Open at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale, III., on Feb. 20.
In the 800-meter run, Brian Recktenwald took seventh place with a time of
2:00.96, while Stewart Davis placed 10th with a time of 2:02 38. In the
3000-meter run, Charles Jones finished seventh with a time of 8'54.98, while
Jarrett Puckett was 10th at 9:05.25.

Despite a strong showing from 1997 All-American Marra Hastings, the Murray State rifle team lost its head-to-head match at West Virginia on Saturday,
6190-6124.
Hastings, a sophomore from Kingston, Wash., took second in the air rifle
with a score of 391, and third in smallbore with a 1164.
Jake Fisher, a senior for Glendora, Calif., also turned in a fine performance, taking sixth in the smallbore (1146) and sixth in air rifle (384). Ken
Hicks, a junior from Morrison, Colo., placed fifth in air rifle (388) and eigHth in
smallbore (1130). Crystal Kern, a freshman from Laramie, Wy., took seventh
in smallbore (1123) and seventh in air rifle (382). Ann Proctor, a freshman
from Westland, Mich., took 10th in smallbore (1110) and eighth in air rifle
(380).

Sponsored By.

'See me for all your family ifisurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
High School Basketball
Monday's Tournament Games
Girls
2nd District •
Reidiand 57, Paducah Tilghman 56 OT
4th District
Murray 67, Chnstan FellowsNp 31
50 District
Lyon Co. 59, Tngg Co 49
6th District
Webster Co 56 Henderson Co. 47
7th District
Hopkins Co. Central 79, Dawson Springs 25
6th District
Hopkinson 59, Foil Campbell 41
9th District
Devises Co. 53, Owensboro Catholic 46
Owensboro Apollo 62. Owensboro 35
MA District
Hancock Co. 42, Cloverpnrt 33
Whneweils Tnnity 53. Bredoinndge Co. 42
13th District
Frankkn-Simpson 41. Todd Co. Central 32
15th District
Eminence Co. 40, Glasgow 39
Barren Co 60. Allen Co. 56
17th District
Meade Co. 46, Fort Knox 39
18th District
Cavern 73, LaRue Co. 61
Han Co 60, Green Co. 44
32nd District
Owen Co. 62. VAlhamstown 12
33rd District
St Henry 60. Simon Kenton 49
34th District
Beechwood 48, Lloyd Memorial 40
35th District
Ludlow 49. Con Lain 34
311th District
Bishop Bronan 79. Pendelton Co 43
39th District
St Patrick 66. Augusta 46
40th District
Montgomery Co 61, Esti Co. 43
42nd District
West Jessamine 59, East Jessamine 16
45th District
Danville 78, Kentucky School for the Deaf 29
46th District
Garrard Co. 46. Burgin 33
47th District
Wayne Co 56, Russel Co. 24
48th District
South Laurel 46. Pulsald SW 33
46th District
Clay Co 611. Oneida Baptist 33
50th District
Whitley Co. 51, Lynn Camp 14
510 District
Pinevile 34, Red Bird 32
lAddiesboro 67. BPI Co 65
82nd Distrist
Harlan 64, Evans 47
Cumberland 64, Cawood 63

53rd Dietnct
Whitesburg 87, Letcher 51
54th Dispel
Perry Central 71. Leslie Co 70
Hazard 82, Bockhorn 37
55th District
Knott Co Central 66, Breathin Co
56111 District
Les Co. 63, Won Co 57
59th Distrist
Pike Central 67, Miami 46
64th District
Boyd Co. 75. Rose Hill 20
Ashland Blazer 54, Lawrence Co
Boys
2nd District
Lone Oak 44. Reidland 37
4th District
Marshal Co 76, Murray 52
5th District
Lyon Co 56, Livingston Central 51
7th District
Providence 89. Hopkins Co Central 82 OT
8th District
Christian Co 73. Fort Campbell 71
13th District
Flusseltvilis 63, Frankin-Simpson 43
21st District
Lou. Shawnee 63. Lou Portland Christian 46
27th District
Lou. Highview Baptist 60. Lou. Walden 31
32nd District
Williamstown 57. Owen Co 44
33rd District
Simon Kenton 94, St. Henry 79
34th Distrct
Lloyd Memorial 77. Beechwood 57
35th District
Ludlow 67, Cov. Latin 45
37th District
Pads 69, Nicholas Co 47
36th District
Bishop Brossan 68, Campbell Co. 57
39th District
St Penick 75. Augusta 42
42nd District
East Jessamine 67, Lex. Chnstian 57
45th District
Danville 71. Kentucky School for the Deaf 31
46th District
Harrodsburg 86, Burgin 57
48th District
Somerset 76. Puisoki Co 75
490 District
Clay Co. 96, Oneida Baptist 511
50th District
Miamisburg 50. Bartioutville 47
55th District
Knott Co Central 79, June Buchanan 37
561k District
Was Co 52, Lee Co 47
59th District
Snotty Valley 101, Millard 59

Moore quickly answered the run
with his first of four 3-point shots
on the night, which upped the
lead to 17-10. Moore scored 14
points in the game.
Murray would cut the Marshall
lead to five twice in the quarter,
but the Marshals managed to escape the first half with a 29-22
lead at the intermission.
"We played hard in the first
half," said Carr. "But that's when
the numbers game kicked in."
Marshall County used their
depth in the third quarter to stop
any thought of a Murray comeback, outscoring the Tigers
24-14.
Josh Culp, who scored 32
points against the Tigers in an
earlier meeting this year, was
held silent for much of the first
half.

the half with a 17-4 run to lead
35-19 at halftime. The Lady Tigers then opened the third period
with a 12-2 surge for a 47-21
advantage.
"In the second, third and fourth
quarters we picked it up and
played harder," said Cadwell, as
Murray converted off four steals
in the second quarter. "There was
a lot of passing and good looks
on shots and we worked
together."
Murray, which pressed only
in the second quarter, led
54-27 after three periods. The
Lady Tigers then scored the first
10 points of the fourth for a
64-27 edge.
"We needed to work on our
half- and full-court defense; a lot
of playing defense is if you want
to," Cadwell said. "Our girls have
to realize that if they want to go
into the region a winner, it will
come at the defensive end. We
succeeded there tonight because
we showed some excitement and
worked hard."
Jeanne Maddox led Murray
with 21 points while LaCosta
Beane and Lindsay Lawson had
10 each and Ashley Dunn and
Missy Moneymaker added six
apiece. The Lady Tigers were 26
of 59 from the field, 1-of-9 from
3-point range and 16 of 22 at the
free throw line. Beane also
grabbed 13 rebounds as Murray
owned a huge 47-18 advantage
on the boards.
Cockrell, Christian Fellowship's only senior, led the Lady

Exchanged price:
350 GM 4-Bolt
2.8 GM
400 Ford
351 Ford Windsor

4
MURRAY
22
37 — 52
MARSHALL CO.
14 29 53 — 76
MURRAY (52)
Hudspeth 21, Holton 14, Andrus 12, Hunt
3, Brown 2, Alexander. Foster. TOTALS•
FG-A: 20. Three-point: 2 (Andrus 21
FT-A: 10-17. Record: 2-22.
MARSHALL CO. (76)
Culp 15, Moore 14, Larkin 13. Phillips 10,
Powell 9, Morris 7, Dunn 2, Lyles 2. Perry
2, Sutton 2, Ladd, Lovett. Merritt, Rockne
TOTALS: FG-A: 29. Three-point- 8(Moore
4, Phillips 2, Larkin, Morns). FT-A: 10-11
Record: 13-13.

But the 6-2 senior exploded in
the third quarter by scoring eight
of the Marshals' first 11 points to
give Marshall County a commanding 40-24 advantage. Culp
led the Marshals with 15 points
in the game.
"We tried to stop Culp inside
and keep him from getting good
looks at the basket, but it was
hard for us to contain him," Carr

explained.
Moore kept the Marshall lead
at 16 by nailing a 3-pointer just
before the end of the quarter as
the Marshals led 53-37 entering
the final eight minutes.
Marshall County capped off
the victory by outscoring Murray
23-15 in the fourth quarter.
Jay Larkin (13) and Luke Phillips (10) were the other Marshals
in double figures.
Lost in the shuffle was a gamehigh 21 point performance from

and had 19 turnovers. Zydrunas
Ilgauskas scored 15 points and
Shawn Kemp 13 for Cleveland,
which lost for the eighth time in
10 games.
"They are making their run
right now to take over the best
record. It's a different level team
when they are playing with this
type of consistency at both ends
of tb,e court," Cleveland coach

senior O'Shea Hudspeth, v.ho
played in his final game for the
Tigers.
Holton followed Hudspeth with
14 points while Andrus added 12.
The District 4 Tournament will
hanm
nIs.
cIpuidoenshwi'pithgaFmreidaayt 7nigph.t'
co
Marshall County will face the
winner of tonight's Calloway.
County -Christian Fellowship contest. Game time is set for around
7:45 pin.

Mike Fratello said of the Bulls.
"It was just total domination
on their part. We have a long
way to go before we can ever
come close to that level."
The Cavaliers went scoreless
for more than eight minutes in
the first half, and the Bulls' 12-0
spurt during that span helped
them build a 52-33 halftime lead.
Starting the second half, the
Cavs were just as punchless.

MURRAY
CFS

18 35 54 —67
10 19 27 — 31
MURRAY (67)
Maddox 21, Beane 10, Lawson 10, Dunn
8, Moneymaker 8, Greene 6, Miles 4, Alexander, Hood, Ray, Starks. Trenholm.
TOTALS: FG-A: 26-59. Three-point: 1-9
(Dunn). FT-A: 16-22. Rebounds: 47
(Beane 13). Record: 20-5.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (31)
Cockrell 13, Winstead 10, Warren 4, Davis 2, Vail 2, Knees, McKinney, Nichols,
Rich. FG-A: 14-36. Three-point: 2-8
(Cockrell, Winstead). FT-A: 1-4. Rebounds: 18. Record: 3-21.

Eagles with 13 points in her final
game. Winstead added 10. CFS
was 14 of 36 from the field,
2-of-8 from 3-point range and
I -of-4 at the free throw line.
For Murray to win Thursday
and have a chance of repeating as
regional champions, Cadwell said
her squad will have to play hard
every second of the game.
"That's the main thing we need
to get back to," she said. "We
can't let teams take over games
against us and not answer their
runs. But we've been in this situation before and our players
know what it feels like to go all
the way at the regional, but we'll
have to get ready for Thursday
first."

TIPOFF AT 7:00 PM
SUPPORT YOUR OVC CHAMPS' MARCH TO THE NCAA!

Joint Commission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

thatelreds awn sass available. AU
remaaefacaireti to saw condition.

D&W Auto Supply, Inc.
512 So 12th Street
Murray, KY
(502) 753-4563

Buy any Big Bear 4x4 now thru Feb. 28 and get a
$120 Loading Ramp FREE!
Yes, you can choose a red or green color and all
the racks and hitch are included.

1998
BIG BEAR 4W1)
The new Big Bear gives you the easy turning and plush ride that a 4-wheel drive normally doesn't
have. Phu,
the reverse is as easy as turning a knob. The Yamahas are designed locally at Land Between the Lakes,
that's
the reason for the big 12" wheels. They give lots of ground clearance.
To get yours today, call Kathy at 502-753-8078 and
1. Give a standard credit app. V
2. Wait 1 - 1'h hours for approval V
3. If bank approves, pick your color V
Only at your 4-wheeler specialist, Town & Country Yamaha in Murray, KY.
ATVs w
sips ef 9c is peen we.seremesded laras rely by Sees sip 16 imst alder. • Tineks
smostriessids*ran ATV tins wbo um apposed winesome.p. 9t,,sad ann.isfermenk we yen arkssr
sill es ATV lefty beslais•1-11004111T-3111117 • ATVs ass lie burns'on operas Pa year ..asr Annie
send
pied seelliees non ride ea pedille ran Always wear losberet, eys enewities
perain dein& sever nary
Pvillsnlars.arm aweU Am Mies inns wad alewbonimpr &el mix,seen sesemiss "wed asd he pnisaleilly
mS1 ea diffksh omen

YOUR CHOICE, No. 3 (Staffing)
CHOOSE PEOPLE WHO CARE
Just going home from the hospital makes you feel better, doesn't it?
Being at home gives you more choices and a sense of control and the
freedom.
You have choices even before you leave the hospital and one of those
choices is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland for our staff of technicians, therapists,nurses and
pharmacists who are on call 24-hours each day. They represent Holland's
commitment to service. That's why we are accredited by the Joint Commission
on the Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.
Remember: No matter which hospital you use,or which doctor you see, you
still have a choice for home health equipment.
Holland is one of your choices.
Your Number One Choice.

Holland Medical EquipmentalltlailaWANNIVAIIIIIIVAVAIMaatairai~001&
PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-900-223-4947

MURRAY
905 Arcadia Circle • Ky 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment.
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Celebrate 'Read Across America'
The Love of Reading
Reading is such a wonderful thing. I love it very much.
In reading you can 90 to faraway places and have
amazing adventures. When 1 read imagine I'm in the
place the people in the book are. It seems that every time
I read a book I discover something deferent.
You can read for hours and hours when it seems to
take no time at all.
Even if there's no electricity on in the house you can
still read by a candle. Though you outgrow other things
your never to old for books.
Wesley Bolin
age 9
P-4, Murray Elementary
I Ma To Read
I like to read because it takes me enywher I want. Somtims I go
in space wher the stars are and sometimes I go in the jungle and
hunt for anumils and bugs. I like to read a lot and I will read any
book in the world. I would read a dictionary and I would read a
encyclopedia.
John Hafner
age 8
P-3, Murray Elementary
I Love To Rood
When I was Ilttle my mom would always read to me. She
would read fairy tales,tall tales,funny ones,mystries and kids
books. Now I read all kinds of books. I mostly read fiction
books because the others aren't funny and you don't use
your imagination and thats what stories better. When you
read a book your not at home ort5rt school your in the book.
And thats why I love books.
Angelique Jones
age 9
P-4, Murray Elementary

Local celebration planned
Highlights of the "Breakfast to
Bedtime" March 2 celebration of
Dr. Seuss' Birthday in Calloway
County:
* Green Eggs and Ham Breakfast
— served at city and county elemenLarks and preschools by respective
food service programs
— a children's book will be given to
each child participating in this
school breakfast event
— new and lovingly used children's
books are being collected at various
locations throughout the community for this special birthday
distribution
* Special events and activities are
scheduled at the various schools
throughout the day to emphasize the
onsoftowslomIliwomemsomwolloosiosmswoo.V

importance of reading.
* A pajama party hosted by the
Calloway County Public Library,
710 Main Si, with story reading
times scheduled at6 p.m.,6:30 p.m.,
and 7 p.m. for elementary and
preschool students. Children in attendance will be included in a
drawing for tickets to the "Beauty
and the Beast on Ice" presentation in
Nashville (donated by Froggy 103)
and other door prizes.
* Community volunteers willing
to read to children are asked to
phone the Calloway Family Resource Center(753-3070), the Murray Family/Youth Resource Center
(759-9592)or the Calloway County
Public Library (753-2288).

NC

Shirley Wall reads Dr. Seuss to her first graders at East Elementary.
Students throughout the city and county school systems will celebrate
Dr. Seuss' birthday March 2. Volunteer readers are still needed to assist
with the activities.

New campaign launched
Dear Editor:
"Read Across America" is a new, nationwide National
Education Association campaign to motivate children to
read... Please join us in this exciting program. It provides us
with an excellent opportunity to work with parents and
others in our communities to make a difference in the lives of
our students.
With best wishes for many fun-filled reading adventures.
Bob Chase,
NEA President
02220000200.122022220 22200 02202200002202000022220000

Suggested reading list
In addition to Dr. Seuss books, the following reading list has been
compiled with the assistance of Sandy Linn, Calloway County Public
Library, and Jeannie Harrison, Title I teacher at North Elementary.

1111212LEILIIBLIBI

Roses air red,
Violets are blue.
Now it's my turn
to say,
"My dad is the
optometrist for
you!"

Thenia Gibson reads Dr. Seuss to her second graders at East Elementary. Sitting on the couch are Zachary Underhill and Amanda Farley.

Read Across America
It's never too cad,
too wet or too fwt
to pick, up a book.
And share what you've got.
you're never too old,
too wacky, too wild
to pick up a book
And read to a child.
In churches and chambers
let's gather around".
Let's pick, up a book.

Let's pass it around.
'There are children around you,
children in need
of someone wfwif hug,
someone who'll read.

759-2500
ti-/- ,14 30 a m •C 30 p.m

your child read aloud to you!
'Help your child get his own
library card — and make it a special occasion.
'Encourage your children to
read to one another.
*Read the newspaper with your
child. Start by focusing on headlines and pictures and then
choose interesting articles.
"Create a special reading corner with all kinds of materials.
'Let your child see you reading, whether it's books, magazines, the newspaper or the signs
in the shopping center. Parents
are children's most important role
models — if you read, they will
read.
'And don't forget: besides
reading aloud, the most important
thing you can do to build reading
skills is to listen to your child.
Your close attention will bolster
your child's confidence and oral
language skills.

Why I Like Reading
I like reading, because people can learn from reading books. Books
can be fun! I learned most thing from books.So to whoever is read this I
recommend books. If your a parent and child or children doesn't know
how to read please teach your child or children because I know reading
and learning from books is important to them. I thank everybody who
thought me how to read. Reading can give everybody a good education.
Ashley Wheeler
age 9
P-4, Murray Elementary
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I wont to read all I can on Dr. Seuss's birthday
because I love to read. Everyday when I get home, want
to go upstairs and read all day.
Learning to read has helped me a lot because I can
just pick up a book or anything to read and I don't have
much trouble at all. I can even sound out words and soy
them right.
On Dr. Seuss's Birthday. I'm going to read all day. It's
true!
Marcy Boggess
age 9
Lith Grade, North Elementary

So join us March 2
in your own special way,
and make this America's
Recut-to-Kids Day!
--Anita Merina, NE.A

Nee
For 1I1,

I am glad I can read because when I was little I
couldn't read. Reading is fun because you lern things. I
am glad I can read because when I am lost I can read
sighns. I am glad I can read because when my bruther
wants me to read to him I can. I am glad I can read
because when I want my mom to read me a story and she
fit/es sick i can read to her.
Chesney Holland
2nd Grade, East Elementary

ROOM TO GROW
pRE5cHool.

WI
2 nuIo
Steven Hart, Chad Craig, Casey Dougherty and Nikki Jetton find reading
an Important skill In their fourth grade research activities at Southwest
Elementary.

0

NUR!

The World Is
Our Playground!

NUSH
0' Dictionaries
d Cliff Notes
0' Classic Books
a' Educational and Enjoyment
Reading Materials
al Special Orders Taken On
Most Titles Not In Stock

Eyecare
Specialties
thins
Dr. limit!
308 s I 21h Street

Editor's Note: As parents,
you are your child's first and
most valuable teacher, which
means you have the responsibility to set good examples.
One of the best things you
can teach your child is the love
of books. Once a child learns
how to read, he can unlock the
mysteries of the universe and
the possibilities are endless.
In addition to your most precious gift of love, show your
child the importance of books
— which will be a gift that will
last a lifetime.
Jeannie Harrison, Title I
teacher at North Elementary
School, compiled the following
tips' to assist parents in helping
their children grow into active
readers:
'Read aloud to your child as
often as possible. Try to set aside
specific reading times.
'For a change of pace, have

*****************************************
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Early Words by Richard Scarry
Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown
Marmalade's Nap by Cindy Wheeler
Pat the Bunny by Dorothy Kunhardt
Sam Who Never Forgets by Eve Rice
LIBRARY FOR 3-4 YR OLD.
The Carrot Seed by Ruth Krauss
Curious George by H.A. Rey
Freight Train by Donald Crews
Gilberto and the Wind by Marie Hall Ets
The Little Red Hen
Make Way for Ducklings by Robert McCloskey
LIBRARY FOR 5 YR OLDS,
Bedtime for Frances by Russell Hoban
The Best Word Book Ever by Richard Scarry
Caps for Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina
The Little Engine that Could by Watty Piper
Mike Mulligan by Virginia Lee Burton
J.IBRARY FOR 6-7 YR OLDS
Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day
by Judith Viorst
Amos and Boris by William Steig
The Fairy Tale Treasury by Virginia Haviland
Frog and Toad Are Friends by Arnold Lobel
Go, Dog, Go by P.D. Eastman
J.IBRARY FOR 8-9 YR OLDS
Bunnicula by James Howe
Charlotte's Web by E.B. White
The Cricket in Times Square by George ScIden
Dominic by William Steig
Freckle Juice by Judy Blume

Parents hold key to reading
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READMORE
BOOK-N-CARD *
Teonia & Latesha Purefide; Lauren Cole;
Zachary Maley; Brittany McCuiston

Keonia,

Phone:(502) 753-6578

Chestnut Hills

IN
753
905

Hours 730 CIfn. to 520 ph.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Di%plJsActs
$6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.

Ad Deadlines

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916

1,411 3 Ads Afial Mot WWI,* 6 Day Period)

$225 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guider

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Reader Ads
30s per word. $6(X) minimum I st day 6s per word per day for each additional consecuuse day
$200 extra for Shopper (Tuts . Clasinfieda go into Shopptng Guide ) 5200 extra for blind boa ads
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Murray Calloway Transit Authority will
host a public hearing at 11:00 a.m.on March
26, 1998 at its office at 607 Poplar Street,
Murray, KY, in consideration of an application for 5311 Federal funds. The budget
request for operating assistance is $83,000
and approximately $70,000 for Capital assistance for the period July 1, 1998 to June
30, 1999 for rural public transportation
services in the area of Murray and Calloway
County Kentucky.
There is no significant environmental impact. Regulations regarding the disabled
and the elderly will be complied with.
Comments may be made in person or
through written submissions. The application will be available for public inspection at
our office.
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The part A deductible
you, or your
insurance, must pay
has been increased
to 8764 in 1998.
For more information
call:

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199

VCR
Microwave
Repair

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers, give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Ton ya ind/s1s/rep.

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
Nice consignment clothing
$1.00 Buys mans, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

BIBLE Message 759-5177
CALORAD all natural liquid
protein Lose weight while
you sleep and/ or become a
distributor! Call Ella Hinkle
Jones, 502 328 8388

SPECIAL LP Gas Refills,
20Ib cyl $4 95, 100lb cyl
$27 95 100lb tanks $4000
each w/ad B&B Brokers,
701 S 12th St 753-4389

Bustle Sawmill
Now Buying Standing
Timber and Cut Logs

1-888-584-5229
1-901-584-1177
evenings

CALORAD®
(New Local Office)

Would you like to lose
weight while you
sleep?
Call or come by for details

(502) 753-9911
9301 State Route 94 East

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we maybe
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
Our

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Want
To Buy

11111,
Produce Clerk

ANTIQUES piece or es
tates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418

Benefits pkg.
available at
Owen:" Food

CASH for G.I. Joe toys old
or new 753 7185

F'ii Ii

RECEPTIONIST for law
firm Should possess good
phone skills, familiarity with
word processing programs
Send resume to PO Box
1040-D. Murray. KY
WAITRESSES and
Dancers wanted Doll
House Cafe,$500 + weekly
901-642-4297
870
Domestic
8 Childcare

'our 35th year or service'

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Cal
Linda 759-9553
FOUND on Coldwater Rd &
Hwy 121 N Female Blue
Healer about 6mos old Call
753-6749
TAKEN from my locker at
Big Lots Brown Guess wallet If found please return
with photos Wallet was gift
No Questions Asked!
Mail to R Darnell, 283
Bendefield Ln, Farmington
KY 42040

RELOCATING MARCH 1
Shirley Morton & Helen
Jones moving to Roffier
Family Hair Care, Hwy 121
North by Tuckers TV
Phone 753-8909

Holp
Wanted

or nationwide

1-800-455-4199
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Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
slenderized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
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1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

BARMAIDS, DANCERS
wanted! Tired of the rest?
Now try the best club to
work for. GoldfingersParis' Newest Club
901-642-0912 $500+
weekly
CHURCH SECRETARY 8.30-12:00, Monday Friday, prepare weekly
newsletter & bulletin, perform routine office duties,
computer skills required,
vacation/ sick days Send
resume with references to
P0 Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY by March 1.
COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self mohvated Must be able to lift
100Ibs Apply at 408N 12th
St No phone calls please
EOE
DETECTIVE PRIVATE Investigator Trainees Good
Wages 502-327-4894
HELP Wanted Number of
hours depending upon experience General knowledge of plumbing, electrical, carpentry, some mowing & trimming Apply in
person at Bradley Book
Company, 753-8767
MENTAL HEALTH- Clinical Psychologist, Licensed
Clinical Social Workers and
other master's level posibons in counseling, psychology, social work, communications or related
fields. Full-time and parttime positions available in
Calloway, Marshall,
McCracken, Graves and
surrounding counties to
provide individual services
primarily to a geriatric population Good pay and
benefits available. Send resume to Senior Health Mission, PO Box 61, Murray,
KY 42071
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POTENTIAL PROCESSING
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
OWN
HOURS
1-800 701 9365 EXT 1209
PAINTERS Black's Decorating Center Of Murray, KY
is recruiting for experienced painters $9 00 per
hour to start with opportunities for advancement and
benefits Affordable group
health insurance available
Interested persons should
leave voice mail message
by calling 502-759 8609
Recruiting will run through
5 00pm Tuesday March
17, 1998 No walk-in applications accepted Equal
Opportunity Employer
RARE Opportunity Freight
brokerage looking for
dispatchertroker Experi
ence in the transportation
industry a plus Will train
the right person Excellent
income potential Call
Kenny at 502-759-0400
SALES- CEMETERY Be
one of the highest paid in
America Call 1 lam 4pm.
Mon Sat, 753-2971

Fri. 11
Fri. 3
Mon.3
Tues, 3
Wed. 3
Thurs. 3

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
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Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline
Day & Time

Publish Day

DIRTY House?? No time to
clean” Call Mrs V for fast
friendly service" Refer
encesl 436-5995
HOUSE cleaning & corn
mercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340
HOUSE for rent Keep
children day or night, references, responsible, reasonable rates 345-2217
VERY loving, honest and
trustworthy care giver Will
care for the elderly Experienced, well trained, responsible with references
Ask for Annette or leave
message, 474-9865

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray
CASH paid for riding mow
ers & 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633
NOW Buying Timber! Buying Pine, Pulpwood, Grade
Logs, Tie Logs Top dollar
paid on everything (cash
upfront on some jobs) No
job too big or too small Call
502-354.5014
WANTED Cash in on your
junk cars & trucks Dead or
Alive!
We
haul
901-247-6082

Articles
For Sale
100 AMP utility pole, $175
Burial plots at Murray Memorial Gardens, $1200
759-2174
1997 BASES
71 fire
cured. 03 air cured
527-3091
20" COLOR tv, $10/week
Call 753-4663
2 PIECE living room group
$15/week Call 753-4663
ALFRED Angelo wedding
dress simple & elegant,
size 8 $250 3 prom dres
ses 1 blk beaded (10), 1
navy lace (12) 753-5703

100

Business
Opportunity
FOR Rent Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street,
Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502-575-6200
120
Computers
3865X keyboard, mouse,
printer, paper, color monitor $250 437-4240
MACINTOSH SE with lots
of software $275
753-5703

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress. train, & veil Laced
w/pearls, size 8 $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4 00
EXCELLENT hay in coy
ered rolls or square bales
Will load 753-6567
FIREWOOD $35 rick delivered 16t1 dove tail trailer,
double axel King size
waterbed 435-4460
MATTRESSES Smith
Mattress Factory,
502-851-3160, Symsonia,
KY

Mobil.
Homes For Sale
JOIN hundreds of successful losers! Drop 10lbs in
2wks guaranteed Sate &
effective, doctor recommended 502-674-5710
MATCHING couch & chair,
country colors Also nice
RCA cabinet style tv Ev
erything for $500 Fir.-n
435-4389 leave message
NEW formal gowns & dresses, long & short Bridesmaids dresses, recital dresses Several to choose
from $20-$60 Sizes 3-4 to
18 Call 436-2326

• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE

WASHER/
dryer,
Call
$19 95/week
753-4663

YARD SIGNS
Custom Designed In Shops ot KY.
House or 911 # in 4' white
vinyl lettering. Will deliver.
Call & order today

$25

Stahler's Custom Welding
753-7387
Lose inches while you
sleep. With all natural

(CALORAD®)
No diets • No exercise
• No side effects
For more information call
502-753-1132 or
1-800-230-1182 ext. 01

HALEY'S
Wilt;Puck
Miliental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

2BR trailer No pets References needed
Call
753-9866

285

COACH Estates/ Fox Mea
dows manufactured home
community Exclusive residential neighborhood with
city police/ fire protection
$95/mo includes city water/
sewer/ trash pick-up South
16th at Canterbury
753-3855

RESTAURANT, retail or ofice space, indoor garden,
10' ceilings, a lot of glass
and openness, gas heat, up
to 3500 sq ft Century 21,
753-1492 or 753 6079

XEROX copier, model
5310 1yr old, excellent
condition $400 obo
767-9837

Appliances
18 CUBIC foot refrigerator
with ice maker, brand new
Paid $600 asking best offer 437-4792
MAGIC Chef frig, 2 years
old. $250 759-4644 after
5pm
WATER FILTRATION Great news! You can have
high quality drinking water
for as low as 3c per gallon
Call 753-0967 for a tree in
home trial

LAZYBOY sleeper sofa,
lyr old w/Scotchguard Ex
oellent condition $300 obo
767-0731
WATERBED king size
bookcase, headboard &
drawer pedestal, $75
328-8204
188
Lawn &
Garden
1978 CUB Lo Boy riding
mower. 5ft deck, turf tires
$3.500 obo 354-9028
SMALL Engine Repair Get
your mower & tiller ready
for summer Call 753-0260

1BR, 1 bath apartment, all
appliances, located in Uni
versity Heights Call MurCal Realty, 753-4444
1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
1BR Diuguid Dr. new Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR furnished apartment
Utilities included $300/mo
Deposit required
435-4236

1BR, new stove & refrigerator, w/d, $270 1 or 2br
furnished, $255 Deposit,
no pets, downtown Water
furnished 753-4937 8-5,
M-F
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted
753-4109
2BR, 1 bath, central h/a,
appliances, w/d Coleman
RE, 759-4118
2BR 1 bath with carport,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, w/d hookup,
$475tmo, 1yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets,
753-2905 or 753-7536

2BR, duplex, central h/a,
stove refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898

210
Firewood
FIREWOOD, $25 a rick
picked up, $30 delivered
Minimum two rick
753-4980
27e
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12X56 2BR, 1 bath, new
carpet, w/d Must sell
437 4171
14X56 ATLANTIC, turn
'shed Call 753-9345
1981 14X70, 2br. 2 bath,
central gas hie, new dis
hwasher. partly furnished
underpinning & deck Ex
cellent condition Must see
to appreciate 753-4487

2BR duplex. 1'h bath, all
appliances 1551-B, Martin
Heights $500/mo plus deposit 753-5344
2BR duplex in Northwood
No pets
759-4406

$375/mo

2BR duplex. 2 full baths.
wid hook-up. appliances
furnished Central hie private deck, garage
$500'mo deposit & 1yr
lease No pets Available
March 1st 753-5524 days,
753 6854 nights
28R duplex all appliances
furnished, partial utilities
paid $440,mo 753-6022

2BR duplex, central h/a,
stove ref dishwasher.
microwave No pets
1984 BUCCANEER 14X80 753 5149
3bit 2 baths appliances 28R duplex furnished wid
central heat & air, new car
hook-up carport No pets
pet 8 underpinning Extra Available March 1 Close to
nice 753 9866
$375,mo
campus
BANK REPO. 1993 Fleet
wood 14X70 manufactured
home 3br 1 bath includes
central air & appliances
Can relocate Only $500
down 8 approx $211/mo
with approved credit
1 800 995 5820
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Catfish

+ AMERICAN ARCHIVES +
PC Computer Maintenance - Computer
Upgrades - Add Memory - Hard
Drives - CD Rom Drives

Put your records
on CD-ROM
Photos, Insured Valuables,
Inventories, Genealogy
Files, Data Of All Types
Low Cost
Murray, KY
Phone: 502-759-8678
Fax: 502-759-8878
4,

McKnight B Sons
Sawmill
Now Buying Standing
Timber & Logs
Call 753-5305
or 753-9351
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 b 4 extremely talented
8 successful in home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
Major benefits Company supplied pre-set appointments
No credit refusals Company raining Hours winced
days & evenings

Call it you are serious
about a career & are ring a wax rtil TIRED OF INTERVIEWING pea* who only want a earn 530-$400 per see
and thn dont earn to eon' Gall between 11-4 Mon -SI

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-3261

1BR furnished apt
$225/mo plus deposit No
pets 753-3139

2BR apartment & 3br
house Deposit required
753-3415 or 753-7123
GUNS, buy, sell. trade
436-5650

SMOliC(1

Homes For Rent

Mobile
Home Lots For Rant

SUPER Nintendo & 8
games, $75. (2) 500 gallon
plastic water tanks. $40/ea
Windows, 1 picture, 1 bath,
1 kitchen, 3 living, $100 for
all or sell individual. (8) '4
Walker pups free.
436-6086

Maur.%

Daily 1.unch Specials 11 am.-2 p.m.

PROM DRESS- size 4
black, beaded Worn once
Phone 753-7952, after
4pm
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Covers 36 inches, many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489-2722

Come Enjoy Our Expanded Menu

Mobile

RENT to own 14X80, 2br,
2 bath in Grogans Trailer
Park
Coleman RE,
753-9898

206 S. 6th

753-8107

MOBILE HOME 10X50,
gas furnace, storm doors &
windows, air condition
Great guest house $2,000
8am 8pm 474 8333

PROM DRESSES Black
wisequins, size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads,
size 11/12 Both worn one
time only Call 753 0943
after 4 30pm

Home
Furnishings

INCOME TAX

2 NICE 16X80 Repos Located at Wilson Homes
Low
payments
(502)767 0000

1817
Ihey ill
Bypass
755-315

753-0919
ATTRACTIVE, remodeled,
furnished lb( apartment.
gas h/a $285/mo 8 $285
deposit 753-7953
CLEAN. a/c, lbr, utilities
furnished 492-8634

ifteerifh.

Nlit)eV1
Restauront/Delicatessen
Positions Available - Chef, Sous Chef
& baker Experience Required.
Also needed servers, server assistants. &
dell workers Apply In person

MSU Curds Center, 2nd Roof, Thur.,
Feb. 26 & Fri., F•b. 27 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
or mall resum• to: Fillisenth and Olive,
216 N. 15th St., Murray, KY 42071

MATTEL, INC. the world's leading play company. has the following openings at its Murray.
Kentucky manufacturing and newly constructed
distribution center.

GENERAL SUPERVISOR OF
INVENTORY CONTROL
Supervises the activities of the inventory control
function. Responsible for the audit program that
provides all management groups involved in
planning, sales, production, accounting and operations with inventory data. A minimum of three
years in the management of inventory control
practices and procedures required. Responsible for
maintaining the integrity of the perpetual inventory, cycle count program and audit programs.
Analytical ability and computer proficient. Associate degree a related area preferred.

GENERAL SUPERVISOR OF TRAFFIC
Supervises all load building. securing of transportation equipment and routing of customer and
company shipments. Coordinates shipping tonnage and outbound vehicles with the Shipping
department. Works closely with Corporate Planning, Customer Service and Carriers. Audits
freight bills for accuracy. A minimum of three
years in the management of traffic control practices and procedures required. Must have a
working knowledge of the national motorfreight
classification procedures. Analytical ability and
computer proficient. Associate degree in related
area preferred.
MATTEL INC. offers a comprehensive salary
and benefits program in a progressive environment. Please send resume indicating current salary
to:
MATTEL, INC.
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
307 POOR FARM ROAD E
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

FAX NUMBER - 502-707 1304
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
M/P/VID/

1
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Apartments
For Rent

EXTRA nice lbr, 1 bath,
central h/a, all appliances
included, $375/mo, 1 yr
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets. Call 753-2905 or
753- 7536.

VERY nice 2br, 11, baths
Townhouse Appliances
furnished wiwasher &
dryer, $500.0mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit. No pets
753-2905, 753-7536.

FOR LEASE, in early Feb.
in Chestnut Street Townhouse, 2br, 1.5 bath, all
appliances, convenient
parking, freshly painted
and carpet cleaned
$450/mo Grey's Properties, 759-2001, ask for
Lynda

NEM
"
*

Rooms
For Rent
SLEEPING
room
$150/mo Coleman RE
753-9898

Houses
For Rant

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20•$40'mo 759-4081

All Size Units
Available

NICE 2br duplex with car- after 4pm.
port, gas heat & apSPACIOUS, 2 story, nice
pliances Deposit Lease.
neighborhood, 4br, 2 bath,
Ridgewood.
1821
pets.
No
huge kitchen, sunroom,
E450/mo. 753-7457.
very close to MSU Call
NOW available- lbr apart- 527-2714
ment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit STILL AVAILABLE!! 2br
required Near downtown. house, stove, refrigerator,
washer $300/mo plus deNo pets 436-2755.
posit. No pets please Call
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bed- 492-8566, after 5pm.
Mur-Cal
room apartments.
Apartments, 902 North- WISWELL Rd, 3br, $550
wood Or, Murray, KY. per month on a month to
759-4984 Equal Housing month basis Call A-Plus
753-3100
Opportunity.

Wildlife Control of
Kentucky

753-3853
C STORAGE, 10x15 storage units, 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunningham Auto Repair
753 3571
EASTSIDE

STORAGE

119 Main • 753-6266
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753 7536

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796
380
Pets
& Supplies
AKC Siberian Husky pups,
7wks old, 3 males, 2 females $150/ea obo
762-4010
BLACK 011 Sunflower

$8 95 for 501bs thru Feb 28
Farmers
759-2248

Farmacy

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
390
Liviistook
Supplies
HI-MAG mineral $895 to
50Ibs Farmers Farmacy
759-2248
UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn,
$48. Single Cross 80,000
kernel bag, sold at SAM'S
Club or buy direct For more
info call.1-800-338-4558.
420
Home
Loans

Humane and affordable
animal removal and relocation

(502) 436-5465

ATTN Homeowners. Borrow $25,000-$100,000
Too many bills? Pay off
high interest credit cards
Home Improvements
Apply by phone/ 24hr Approval No Equity Capital.
Call Platinum Capital
(800)523-5363/ Open 7
Days
Real
Estate

NOW OPEN
Fisherman's
7:.< Buffet

APPRAISALS ONE of KY,
Sharon Beach-Crouch,
owner/ certified appraiser
759-5708

otoPC
vd
,

All

All Sizes
‘‘.ailable

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

aro

2 & 38R in Murray & Lynngrove. Lease & deposit reKENTUCKY Lake, Lake- quired. Equal Opportunity
land Wesley Village, lbr Housing, HUD/ KHC certifiapartment, utilities in- cates accepted. 753-4109_
cluded, rent based on in- 2BR, 2 bath brick,
quiet
come 62 & older, or handi- neighborhood. Coleman
cap & disabled. Equal RE, 753-9898.
Housing Opportunity.
2BR, carport, gas heat. No
502-354-8888.
pets. $345/mo. 753-6931
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS. Make it 3BR, 2 bath, $325/mo.
your home! Great 1 or 2br 753-8292
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry 3BR brick, central h/a,
facilities Office hours Hazel. Coleman RE
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri. 753-9898
(502)753-8668, Equal
3BR, central h/a, all apHousing Opportunity.
pliances furnished, carport
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or & 2 car garage, 4 miles
3-4br house wiwasher & south of Murray. No pets,
dryer, furnished, near $575/mo, deposit & lease'
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main required 436-2113
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
4BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
appliances, w/d Coleman
NICE 2br, 1 bath apart- RE, 753-9898
ment, all appliances. Great
location. Call Mur-Cal Re- HAZEL, 2br, 1.6 baths recently remodeled. Lease,
alty 753-4444.
deposit & references
NICE 2br, 1 bath in Murray. 492-8526.
All appliances including
for rent 753-4444
dishwasher. w/d hook-ups, HOMES
front & rear deck. NICE lbr, no pets, lease &
436-5465.
deposit required 753-0728

Squirrels
Raccoons
Skunks
Snakes & morel

Storage

753-5585

330

I./FilsillSHED apt Cypress
Community, utilities included. $400/mo. Call
502-436-5099

•
•
•
•
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You Can Eat Seafood & Catfish
Sunday - Country Buffet

Tues.-Sat. 4:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Located in Olympic Plaza 753-6149

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
#35
Lake
Property

* SPECIAL DEAL *
Announcing that

DOUBLE lot with new septic system, ready for home
or trailer Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp. $9,900
firm 759-4696

Eastside Boat & Mini Storage
now has all new metal buildings ready for use
Sign a 6 month lease and get 1 month FREE
Special rates available on our large 11' x 30' units
and 5' x 10' units
Conveniently located on your way to the lake
(Next to Cherokee Trading Post)

Used
Cam

1YR old 5br, 2'/C bath, 2car
garage, over 3100sq ft
under roof City utilities on
wooded lot in Sherwood
Forest Lots of extras, below appraised value,
$151,500 Call 753-6098.

1987 TRANS %M, fully
loaded t tops V8, runs
good Must sell, $2500 Call
759-3251

2 NEW houses within city
limits of Murray For more
into call 753-9950
7am-4pm Mon -Fri,
759-1828 or 762-0009
5pm-9pm Mon-Sun.

4BR, 34 bath, 6 other
rooms, 4,000 SF. gazebo/
hot tub, 2 fireplaces, large
deck,5 lots, 1.8 acres, new
roof. New exterior paint,
many extras. Must see,
Sherwood Forest area.
Price Reduced' 753-4882.
BEAUTIFUL lake home at
Anderson Shores, 2 minutes from water on 1 acre
with large garden. 2-3br, 2
bathrooms, sunroom, full
drive-in basement, deck
with water garden, central
h/a, wood stove & boat
house Call 502-435-4585.

Lots
For Salo

a
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1993 RED Pontiac Grand
Am, 43,XXX miles. $6,400
759-1509.
1993 TOYOTA 4-Runner
SP5, 4wd, standard trans,
loaded, 1 owner Whole$ 1 4 , 000
sale
502-354-8041
1994 TOYOTA Corolla,
manual, 4dr, a/c, cruise,
cassette, looks great, well
maintained, excellent service record $6500
753-0175

BRICK ranch style 3br, 1 teal green. Real sharp.
bath, 4 miles southeast of Way below loan value!
Murray, Old Salem Rd, 753-2260.
$78,900 753-1159
1996 GRAND Prix SE, 2dr,
BY Owner:3br, 2 bath brick dark green, loaded,
home, deluxe interior, 106 34,XXX miles. Call
Williams, 3 blk to MSU, 753-7785.
$99,900. 767-0895.
1996 NISSAN Sentra GLE,
black, all power, sunroof, 3
cd changer $9,800
436-2669

NICE 1992 Nissan Sentra
XE, black, 4dr, 110,XXX
FOR Sale or Trade: 2 story miles, a/c, cruise, automalog home,3yrs old, 3800 sq tic seat belts, Ultra rims,
f1, 13 acres fenced with well maintained $4,500.
pond, 30*X60' shop, 753-8197.
120'X50' barn, 24*X36'
barn, 18'X36' barn, 24'X40'
equipment shed. Phone
753-7687.
NEW 3br brick, 2 baths,
natural gas h/a, double garage & driveway. North Villa
Subdivision, Lot #5, Metcalf
Ln.,3 miles north of Murray.
437-4783, 753-8237.
•

1991 DODGE Caravan,
one owner, 753-7388, after
5pm

1993 DODGE Caravan SE
auto, air, cruise, tilt, p/w, pA,
new tires, excellent condiNEW custom built 3br, 2 tion, 72,XXX miles.
bathroom home with op- 435-4221.
bona' 1400 sq ft of living 1996 FORD Windstar,
space upstairs, natural gas, loaded, willow green, new
2 car garage with wide ores, nice. 492-8899.
driveway. Located in North
Villa Subdivision, Lot 82,
500
Metcalf Lane McDaniel
Used
Construction,
Trucks
(502)436-2766.
1972 CHEVY, Iwb, 350,
OWNER selling nice 3br, 2 auto, looks & runs
great.
bath home, 1 2 acre lot, Ladder racks &
tool boxes
1406 N 4th 1870 sq ft living available, $2600
obo.
space. Central h/a, 3 car 753-7299.
carport also accomodates
camper/ MH Upper $80's. 1984 F250, EXTENDED
cab with goose neck hook753.-8094.
up. looks & runs good
SHOWCASE Home. Gated $3,000
489-2446 or
cedar- Hill top 2 story
759-1350.
contemporary- 4br, 3 bath
immaculate! Open & airy- 1986 CHEVY S-10, rebuilt
Many extra features too engine (V6)& transmission
many to list, including 2 with overdrive, extended
central heat systems, sec- cab, 4X4, good tires, tinted
urity system, marble floors, windows, fuel injection.
multiple sky lights, sun- Asking $4,000. 753-3449.
room. Can buy home +20
acres. Fenced, with pond, 1989 CHEVROLET S-10
and steel outbuilding & truck, 5sp, a/c, stereo,
sheds, also can buy house $2500 obo. 354-9028.
with up to 125 acres. Call 1992 DODGE Dakota, extoday for your personal cellent condition, 62,XXX
viewing appointment! Call miles, $6,800 obo.
Century 21, Loretta Jobs 753-0530
Realtors 502-753-1492 ask
for Barbara
SPACIOUS 2 story, 4br,
2'4 bath, living room, dining room, family room,
large country kitchen, completely updated, new fur. •
nace, under $130,000
759-4410 evenings.
759-3117 days

1994 FORD Ranger XLT. ANTIQUE refinishing, fur48,XXX miles, a/c, 5sp. niture repair & custom
4cyl, white, bedliner. Must woodworking 753-8056
sell 489-2945
ANTIQUES refinished
1994 SILVERADO, red, Gun stocks refinished Free
estimates. 753-8588.
sharp Very nice truck
23,XXX miles. $13,500
obo Call 753-4636, if no APPLIANCE REPAIR All
brands, Kenmore 30+
answer leave message.
years experience BOBBY
1995 DODGE SLT V. ton HOPPER, 436-5848
435-4196.
diesel.
4X4,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
1996 FORD F-250 XLT Factory
trained by 3 major
4X4, power stroke, diesel
manufacturers All work
with 5sp, 39,XXX miles and parts
warranted Ask
$22,000. Day 753-1844, for Andy at The
Appliance
night 753-7687
Works, 753-2455
1996 NISSAN 4X4 pick-up,
APPLIANCE REPAIR
7,XXX miles, $13,450
PROFESSIONAL.
753-2479
DEPENDABLE,
FOR Sale: 1996 Dodge 502-767-9552.
Ram. Ready for 3rd trans- ASPHALT
new or repair,
mission. Purchased new in
backhoe, dozing & hauling
Paris, TN. If you'd like to of
all types 759-1039 after
own a piece of junk, I've got
5pm
your truck. 492-6268
BACKHOE Service. ROY
IF you'd like to invest
HILL Septic system, drive
$4,000 per year in a transways hauling, foundations
mission, buy this Dodge
etc 436-2113
Ram truck. I'd make you a
real deal .. Transmission BACKHOE Service- small
still has 9 month 3,000 mile jobs, driveways, box blade,
warranty. This is warranted roftertilling, snow removal.
by local Dodge dealer. P S 753-0834 or 759-9835
If you're loco, I'll trade for
Call BASEMENTS & Homes.
GMC pick-up
Sub & General contracting.
492-6268.
Insulated concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders.
510
502-436-2007
or
502-436-5264
Campers
1978 FORD bus, 65 pass, BEGINNER Piano lessons
converted. 110 electric & to students 8yrs old & up
box. 5000 BTU air condi- 40 minute lessons $12 Call
tioner. Holding tank with 759-4712
sink and pump. Counter
BOB'S Plumbing Service
Good engine $2,495. All work guaranteed. Free
345-2636.
estimates. 753-1134
1992 FLEETWOOD Jam- 492-8584
boree Searcher RV, like CALL US on the carpets
new Sleeps six Fully
753-5827.
loaded Asking $19,750
CARPET
Cleaning. Free
(502)753-2501.
estimates. 753-5827
630
Lee's.
Services
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Offered
Techs Any room up to
300sf only $30.00 Murray
3-D DOZING, backhoe
Carpet & Upholstery Cleanseptic, & gravel hauling
ing 753-6300 anytime
Driveways, foundations
502-437-4969
CARPORTS for cars and
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, trucks Special sizes for
stump removal, tree spray- motor home, boats, RVs
ing, leaf raking, hedge trim- and etc Excellent protecming, landscaping, mulch tion, high quality, excellent
hauling & mulch spreading, value Roy Hill 436-2113
gutter cleaning Licensed &
CHIM Chim Chimney
insured, Full line of equipSweep chimney cleaning
ment, Free estimates Tim
service, 10% senior dis436-5744,
Lamb
counts 435-4006
1-800-548-5262..
COLSON Home Repairs
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray- Additions, garages, decks,
ing, serving Murray, Callo- remodeling, vinyl siding
way County since 1980. 20yrs experience
Free estimates 437-3044 753-5592
or 492-8737_
CONSTRUCTION &
A&A lamb Brothers Complete Lawn Care. Mowing,
leaf mulching. landscaping.
Mark Lamb, 436-5791.

Elliport UtIlity
Vehicles

Remodeling/ Repairs. Inside & Out No Job Too
Small 759-9906

& rebuild. Excellent workmanship. Affordable rates
753-7860

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
terns, 354 8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing, concrete & masonry. And home repairs
Free estimates. 753-8007,
Elite Building.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning* vinyl siding. homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured. Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108.

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
hookups, electrical maintenance and repair. Call anytime Murray, 762-0001,
cell# 519-1592.
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80.24 ACRES
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT. MAR.7TH AT 10:00 A.M.
ThE 1111-11EY Pillar'eFrinr

NEAR FARMINGTON, KY.
From Farmington Take Hwy 121 South 1 Mile To Beech
Grove Rd., Proceed South 4.5 Miles. From Murray, Take
Hwy 121 North 10 Miles To Beech Grove Rd, Proceed
South To Property, Or From Murray Take Hwy 94 West 10
Miles To Beech Grove Rd . Proceed North 4 Mile
SOUTH EAST GRAVES CO. KY.
IN 3 TRACTS AND COMBINATIONS
Tract 11211 - 9.260 ACRES
Tract fii0 - 9.260 ACRES
Tract 01) - 61.722 ACRES
FARMLAND - GREAT HOME SITES
Buy Any Individual Tract, Combinations
Of Tracts Or The Entire Propertyl
2.87 ACRES OF GRAVES CO. FE CURED TOBACCO BASE

To Be Auctioned Separate ROM The Real Estate!
Effective 1998 Season - FSA Farm * 7922
Tobacco Base Must Be Paid For In Ftdi Sale Day!
kW& Mist Bost Graves Co. FSA ilsouirements & Stipulations!!
ItillE AUCTION WILL DE HELD
In The Farmington Lodge Meeting Room
On Highway 121 In Farmington, Ky.

Edwin Riley & Kevin Riley, Owners
1 5^/nDOWN, BA1 ANCE IN 30 DAYS!

JAMES R. CASH
_721_4V106111119LESTATEINCER
FANUFARICKY-502-623-8466

r
I

"THE SELLING MACHINE"
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REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling, fencing, decking, roofing & electrical
489-2832

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
ADAM'S HOME IMdecks, fencing, pole barns,
PROVEMENTS. sheds,
carports. Also repair

(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

v. ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray. 1992 SUBURBAN, blue/
753-2592
silver. 4 wheel drive, fully
CUSTOM building site in loaded, all options, trailer
irct%
the country Ideal for split towing pkg, excellent conlevel home 3 miles east of dition Must see and drive
/01Are You Looking For Security/ 0
downtown Murray 3+ 75.XXX miles $18,400
E) acres Paved frontage obo 753 4882
3 Are you in need of a place to store your
valuables? There's no need to look any E) road Shared well Re- 1995 EXPLORER XLT.
stricted Some owner fi- 4wd, white 53,XXX
E)further - we have what you need'
nancing possible. excellent condition Must
Security Gate • Low Rates
753-5231
sell $16,750 obo
Cal/ Today At
LOTS for sale Various 492 8234 after 5pm
sizes & locations to meet
your needs Call 753-9950
490
1011850 State Route 121 South. Murray KY 4207110
7am-4pm Mon -Fri.
Used
753-5562
Cars
El 759.1828 or 762-0009
HI
5pm-9pm Mon-Sun
1980 FORD Futura, 6cyl,
450
auto, a/c, sunroof, am/fm
Farms
stereo, new Ores & tune-up,
For Sale
excellent condition. Must
$9 7 5
sacrifice
50. ACRES 753-4956
901-247-6082
ACCEPTING Bids on 46 5
acres located at intersec- 1985 OLDS 98 Regency.
*For rent. Different size*
tion of Justice Rd & Murray loaded & in excellent condiParis Rd. Prime farmland, tion Everything works in*
suites available.
i
beautiful residential site or cluding interior climate con*
trol Would make a great
Walnut Plaza,
4 developmental potential
Sale includes approxi- car for teen or second fam104 N. 5th
*
4 mately 1.5 acres dark fire ily car $4,000 obo
753-8302 or
tobacco base. Responses 436-5220
*
4
should be addressed to.
753-9621
PO Box 1040-0, Murray, 1986 PONTIAC 6000 STE.
*
4
$550 obo 492-6222
KY by March 1, 1998
**04
0 4E0 42 4•40
•
For Rate information

1993 FORD Mustang, red
convertible, 80,XXX miles.
$7500 obo. 759-0499.

BODY Shop & 2br, 2 bath
home on 2.6 acres, 7 miles 1995 CAMARO, red, V6,
east of Murray. 436-2902. 45,XXX miles, extended
BRAND new 4br, 2 bath, 2 warranty 435-4351
car garage, central h/a, % 1995 HONDA EX, 2dr, 5sp,
acre lot. North Murray, moonroof, electric
$98,500. 498-8921.
windows/ locks, cassette,

BY Owners Two story New
England style house on 26
acres. Four bedrooms,
study, three baths, appointment. 502-489-2060.

Sinks§
Offered

Trucks

1988 BERETTA,burgundy,
manual transmission.
110,XXX miles,$1600. Call
after 5pm 753-1794.

530

C30

Used

1988 CHEV. Sprint, 4dr
hatchback, Sap, a/c, am/fm
cassette, 87,XXX miles
Excellent condition,
40mpg, great commuter or
3BR, 3 bath on 5 acres, around the town car,
west of Murray Must sell $1500. 753-7582.
435-4318
1992 HONDA Accord EX,
3BR brick, 2 baths, natural automatic, green, cd
gas h/a, 2 lots, sunroom. player, loaded. 76,XXX
gas log fireplace. miles. Good condition_
753-5121.
$9,800. 767-0274

440

Call 753-8848 or 753-1778

15
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GARDEN tilling, bushhogging, small jobs, driveways
graded with box blade Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
GUTTERS. Quality seamless aluminum gutters. Gutter maintenance Gutter
supplies Variety of colors
Licensed
Affordable
prices Call West KY Seamless Gutters, 753-0278

510

&Krim*
011tred

Sinless
°tiered

REPAIR- REBUILD. tractors, equipment, bushhogs,
disc, trailers, 4X4's, and
older vehicle work Welding
and mechanical repairs.
Small dozer available for
landscaping, clean-up,
under-brushing, etc. Harris
Precision (502)436-2724
2292 Old Newburg Rd.

WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

ROOFING Re-roofing,
Tear Offs, Repairs, New
Roots. Adam's Home Improvements. 759-9906.

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured
Luke Lamb
502 436 5950
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers- Local & Out Of
State Moving Licensed &
Insured 767-9630
MULCH delivered Murray.
436-5560
PAINTING interior- exter
'or Free estimates
437-3879

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, Microwaves Free
estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network
Free into Mon-Fri, 1-5_30
753-0530,

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with lull
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

550

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690.

Fres
Column
BEAGLE/ Fiest puppies.
Call 436-2507 or 436-2501

AS

411, ***if'

Carpet Installation Ince
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile, hardwood & laminated floors.
Residential or Commercial

759-1591
*

*•4-

* •16.16.116.111.6

Interest rates are low, building costs are down
&spring is near.Now is a good timetothink about
building.
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blueprints & specifkmtiona we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We also do remodeling, roofing & concrete
work. Large or small.

Bruce Green
Building Contractors, Inc.
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(502) 753-8343

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-430-574.41
3.4300-50113-5262

BLO
LICENSED & INSURED

;
v.

Tree TrissoniAg
Cisaw Service
Full ILI* of
Equipresoir

Free &limos,
24 Hr. Sanwa
Helga Triasseirti
Tree SprerAg
Tres & Shoop
Removal
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(h•
,/.!‘

1706 Audubon
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-2767

CARRICOELECTRICAL SERVICE
Residential - Farm - Commercial

New Homes - Additions - Rewiring
Ceiling Fan Installation
"No Service Call Fees"

WHAT
ARE t•IOU
(NANG,
KESIA/4 ?

Bluegrass Backhoe
'Spring Special"
25% off all new septic systems
Special rates on repairs &
replacements
STUMP removal & landscaping
Call for Free Estimate

502-436-5790
Licensed

-- insured
Spring Special Good 2/12/98 - 3/11/98
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ON THE

ENTRE
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath

Cabinets

• Drop by and see our showroom
402 SUNBURY

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860
LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

WE dean up leaves or mow
lawns Call for an estimate,
Cost
Cutters
502-527-3454

v

MURRAY (B•Iund Bunny Br•4411
75)5940
•

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange
financing If you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st
time buyers, bad credit, repo's or
bankruptcy. Call Kenny
at (502) 247-9300 or
(800)'874-0256.

POOR
5TAND

•

PA

Calloway County's ONLY
Authorized York' Dealer

PEA,

CARTER SERVICE CO.

ARE YOt
PAINTINi

Heating & Air Conditioning
Gas Installation
Sales - Service - Repair
"`"*""

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

JYORK

RICK'S Roofing- repairs,
shingle & flat roofs Free
estimates 22yrs experience 502 437-4559

501 North 4th St. Murray, KY 42071
(502)759-4720
(502)759-4003
(KY HVAC LIC. 0403794)
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LOOKING BACK

tat
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AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

For more information call
toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345

SOUTH
+ 762
AQJ 1063
• 10 94

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

+6
The bidding:
West
North East
1+
1+
2+

EMI

South

Good defense is usually a cooperative effort, with both defenders
making use ofevery inference and
scrap of information they have at
their disposal. An excellent example of two minds operating on
the same wavelength is provided
by today's deal.

CATHY
I'M LAYING OUT
THE VITAMINS
I TAKE WITH
MY MEAL.

WE'RE ON OUR
FIRST DATE!
COULDN'T YOU
HAVE TAKEN
YOUR VITAMINS
/if HOME??

XIA SUPrPOSED
TO
TAKE THEM
WITH MY
MEAL. THIS
IS MY
JEAH

ESIAT THIS
IS A DATE!
COULDN'T
YOU SKIP
THE VITAMIN)
DISPLAY FOR
A DATE'!!

WHY
SHOULD I
DO ANYTHI
DiffERENTL4
ZUST BECAUSE
ON A DATE?

GREAT...
FIRST, "DRESSING DOWsr.
NOW,"MENTAL-IN& DOWN!

rrn

would then be a simple matter for
South, after losing a trick to the
heart king, to discard whatever
losers he had remaining on
dummy's spades.

West therefore shifted to the
king ofdiamonds!This play did not
figure to cost a trick even if South
had the queen, because declarees
diamonds were due to disappear
on the spades in any case.

South took the king with the ace
and led a trump to the queen,los-

West led the ace ofclubs against
four hearts and Eastsignalled with
the eight. Had West now blindly
continued with a club,South would
have had no trouble scoring 11
tricks.
However, West reasoned that
since East had supported clubs
twice during the bidding, declarer

the queen and returned a third
diamond, and West trumped with
the nine to set the contract one
trick.
East-West's excellent defense
notwithstanding, South should
have made his contract anyway.
He should have recognized the
danger of an opposing diamond
ruff and taken one simple step to
prevent it.

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

IN•11

APRIL,12Or4T K;CeS OFF
VotJFK DoDIS wHE-N
‘74D0 COME.IN

sTANDTHM
Ohl -THE MAT -Sy THE(=RI.

41)

STOP TELLJNG ME
WHAT TO LX).
yaiRE NOT"
MY MOM

WELL,i'M IN
CHARGE_ WHILE
SHE'S AWAY,
SO MOVE
Tf-108E
BOCTS!

01

FINE-1fEN
GONNA AND TOTHINK I ONCE
TELL DAD WHEN HE SCOFFED AT PEOPLE WHO
COMES HOME.. PREFER WI-sib cruLDREN
802
I'LLTELL HINT
you 1/FLIED

i
tta
k

Ar
friO

•

I/
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r,

GARFIELD
POOR GARFIELD. HE DOESN'T
STAND A C.HANC,E AGAINST ME
1 4-

FOR I HAVE THE
ELEMENT OF SLIRPRISE
HE'LL
NEVER
KNOW
WHAT
HIT
HIM

z

later, and the contract would have
been safe.

i

r,/tor
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DOWN
1 — the lawn
2 Collection of
facts
3 Musician —
Cugat
4B

Answer to Previous Puzzle
OUTER
. .H.A.U.L,S
I NSANEIMURSIN;E
N. ID E CART,E
E,E
D OA
HALLE S.E.R
I N
D A,N.E S TOR I
ASS I STS
A T S T.A•.P:AII.
CARLA MI N,ERA,L
ERRS
DEMOS WE
D AY SIREN
PAN
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ROMEO
E B
BIRD
D ILATEUPENDSli
CHESS
TOTES
2-24 C 1998 United Feature Syndicate
goods
I
5 Land
measures
6 Yes(Sp.)
7 Explosive
Inds.
8 Site of Tai
Mahal
9 Gap

11111111111 ,, 1° +"
ill ill
ill ill _
dall ill
Illd

IT LOOKS MORE/THeS WHAT
LIKE A DUCK I I CALL IT...
LANDING ON
DUCK
THE WATER.. LANDIN6 ON

THE WATER"

1111
0
1
1111
1 611
1 11
ill '' All
Id isk:
dill
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37 Weep
39 Talbot ID
40 Mal de —
42 DDE
opponent
44 Nearsighted
cartoon
character
46 Sweetsop
48 Regret
50— chowder
51 Roman 149
53 Estate
55 Point tallier
58 — — the
clowns
61 Ventilate
62 Art course
subjects
64 Lyric poem
65 Lincoln's son
66 Frock
67 At this time

12U13

PEANUTS
I'M PAINTING A HUGE LANDSCAPE WITH
TWO MIGHTY ARMIES FACING EACH OTHER
ACROSS AN ENORMOUS VALLEY BENEATH
A WIDE SKY WITH DARK STORM CLOUDS
GATHERING IN THE DISTANCE..

1 Jazz
musician
Roach
4 Macaroni or
spaghetti
9 Witch
12 "— — Clear
Day"
13 Frosting
14 — Jima
15 More
undulating
17 — officer
(school
official)
19 Illustration
placed within
another
21 Toward the
stern
22 Sow
24 Droop
26 Remove
from office
29 Concur
31 Negative
reply
33 Witness
34 Redgrave ID
35 Roman 16

r

BOSS'S WIFE IN TEXAS
DEAR WIFE: Using the telephone for personal business on
company time is not uncommon. It is, however, dishonest
and unethical. In a sense, taking time off the job to conduct
personal business is theft —
since the employer is paying the
employee for his or her time as
well as effort.
If personal calls must be
made during business hours,
the honest thing to do would be
to make them during the lunch
hour or on break time.
•it

DEAR ABBY: In regard to the
letter about the man who shaved
his mustache and his wife didn't
even notice that it was gone.
My dad wore a "handlebar" mustache for almost 25 years. It was his
most distinctive feature. One day
when he walked out of the bathroom, my sister and I (both teenagers) screamed in surprise, and
then started laughing. He had
shaved off his mustache with no
forewarning at all!
However, when my mom first
saw him, she didn't notice! She
knew there was something "different" about him, but didn't realize it
was the absence of the mustache
that had been there for so many
years.(She said it looked like someone had punched him in the face.)
Thank you, Abby, and God bless.
STILL LAUGHING IN IDAHO

DEAR LAUGHING: That reminds me of an experience I
had many years ago when my
husband grew a beard. His was
always neatly trimmed. One day
out of the blue, he said, "Don't
you notice something different
about me?"
I replied,"No, but you look
younger. Why do you ask?"
"I shaved my beard off," he
said.
Well, he grew it back within a
matter of months, and as it
grayed along with the hair on
his head, he looked like a
French nobleman. He still has
it, and even though his mother
calls him "the rabbi," I love it

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband and
I have taken great delight in renaming certain popular songs, which we
call the "Hospital Hit Parade." Here
are some examples:
— "Somebody Stole My Gall"
— "76 Sore Bones"
— "I've Grown Accustomed to My
Gown"
— "Be Still, My Heartburn"
— "It Seems to Me I've Felt This
Pain Before"
— "Has Anybody Seen My Scar?"
— "Stitched, Bothered and

Had he ducked West's king of
diamonds shift at trick two, he
would have made it impossible for Bewildered"
West to reach his partner's hand
— "What Now, My

CROSSWORDS

1

profits.

***

He reasoned that since West
had ignored the club signal at trick
one, he must have known declarer
had no more clubs.In addition,the
unusual diamond lead from the KJ made it clear West was interested in obtaining a diamond ruff.
So East overtook the jack with

would surely ruff the next club. It
Tomorrow:A challenging situation.

ACROSS

of service and shareholders of fair

ing to the king. West returned the
jack of diamonds, and it was now
East's turn to shine.

2V
3+
3V
4+
4V
Opening lead — ace of clubs.

LOMAT
ARE YOU
DOING,
KENNY 7'

DEAR ABBY: I recently filled in
for my husband's receptionist when
she was ill. My husband owns the
business and I know most of his
employees, but this was the first
time I had spent any time there.
Abby, doesn't America have a
work ethic anymore? What happened to "a day's work for a day's
par? I was astounded at the number of personal phone calls the
employees received while on the job.
I am not talking about short calls
on breaks. There were as many as
three calls in one day for a particular employee. Those were the incoming calls — I have no idea how
many personal outgoing calls the
employee made. Not only was that
employee's time used for personal
business, but the receptionist had to
take the calls, refer them and/or
take a message. These employees do
not consider how much of the receptionist's time they waste, not to
mention time for which the boss is
paying them.
Abby, this is plain stealing!
Had they been emergency calls, I
wouldn't have minded — but calls
to plan a party, discuss the highlights she wanted her beauty operator to put in her hair or to make a
dinner date are out of line.
I can no longer feel friendly
toward some of my husband's employees because of the way they are
treating him behind his back. I told
my husband, and he was appalled
by what I observed. He said his
receptionist had already mentioned
it, but he had dismissed it and put
off checking it out. After my report,
he kept tabs on his staff for a while.
I hope my letter makes some
employees see how they are hurting
their companies. And I hope it
alerts bosses to a potential waste of
time on the job that robs customers

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TNERI'S NOTHING
MIGNTIIR THAN TNI SWORD

Volunteer!

DEAR ABBY

Ten years ago
and Val Moore for Lone Oak.
Matt Yuill, son of Gary and
Forty years ago
Margaret Yuill, and Anisha FrizMurray Training School was
zell, daughter of David and Rerated superior in the Regional
becca Frizzell, seniors at CalloDram Festival at Murray State
way County High School, and
College. A cutting from the play,
Debbie Rutledge, daughter of Mr.
"Our Town," was presented by
and Mrs. Dick Rutledge, senior at
Inez Todd, Martin Tracy and DaMurray High School, are national
vid Colley with Lillian Lowry as
merit finalists in the 33rd annual
director.
Merit Program of National Merit
Robert Miller, Yancial Wrather
Scholarship Corp. this year.
and Mrs. Barkley Travis are temIn high school girls' basketball
porary officers of the new Safety
games, Murray High Tigers beat
Council organized last night at
Mayfield and Calloway County
Calloway County Health Center.
High Lakers lost to Todd County.
Recent births reported at MurHigh team scorers were Ann
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
Greenfield for Murray, Beth Warand Mrs. Jerry Crouch, and a boy
math for Mayfield, Tracy Banks
to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Lewis.
for Calloway and Key for Todd
Rubie Smith, associate profesCounty.
sor of elementary education at
Twenty year., ago
Peabody College, spoke on
Beginning today, Feb. 24, the
"Facts, Faith, Futures and FormuMurray Post Office windows will
las" at a meeting of the Alpha
be open from 8:15 a.m. to 4:15
Department of Murray Woman's
p.m., Monday through Friday,
Club.
and from 10 a.m. to noon SaturFifty years ago
day. The lobby will close at 5
The Murray Rotary Club
p.m. Saturday and reopen at 5:30
planted a white oak tree Feb. 23
a.m. Monday.
at 1:30 p.m. on the northeast corCalloway County High School
ner of Calloway County CourtsSpeech Team took first place
quare in honor of Paul Harris,
sweepstakes honors and Murray
founder of Rotary. S.V. Foy,
High School took third place
C.O. Bondurant and A. Carman
sweepstakes at Western Kentucky
acted as a committee to select the
Invitational at Bowling Green.
tree.
Participating were 28 schools.
Births reported include a girl to
Births reported include a boy
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Watson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Perkins,
Feb. 19.
Feb. 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ann Elizabeth Randolph and
Garry Hale, Feb. 15.
Samuel G. Whitaker were marThirty years ago
ried Feb. 21 in the home of the
J.D. Grogan, William Wilson
bride's mother, Mrs. Mayme
and Earl Stalls were named as
Randolph, Murray.
patrolmen for the Murray Police
Department by the Murray City
Council.
Sgt. Daniel L. Easley, son of 'West dealer.
the Rev. and Mrs. Johnson Ea- Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
sley, is serving with the Air
•A K Q 105
Force in Sheppard, England.
V 87 4
In high school boys' basketball
•A 7
games, Calloway County Lakers
+952
beat Heath 58 to 52 and Murray
WEST
EAST
Tigers lost to Lone Oak 72 to 71.
+ J 43
498
High team scorers were Stan Key
K 92
V5
for Calloway, David Bradford for • K J
+ Q86532
Heath, Allan Beane for Murray, + A Q 10 7 4
4K J 8 3

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 24, the 55th day of 1998. There are 310
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 24, 1868, the House of Representatives impeached President Andrew Johnson following his attempt to dismiss Secretary of
War Edwin M. Stanton; the Senate later acquitted Johnson.
On this date:
In 1803, the Supreme Court ruled itself the final interpreter of constitutional issues.
In 1821, Mexico declared its independence from Spain.
In 1863, Arizona was organized as a territory.
In 1903, the United States signed an agreement acquiring a naval
station at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba.
In 1942, the Voice of America went on the air for the first time.
In 1945, American soldiers liberated the Philippine capital of Manila from Japanese control during World War II.
In 1980, the U.S. hockey team defeated Finland, 4-2, to clinch the
gold medal at the Winter Olympic Games in Lake Placid, N.Y.
In 1981, Buckingham Palace announced the engagement of Britain's Prince Charles to Lady Diana Spencer.
In 1983, a congressional commission released a report condemning
the internment of Japanese-Americans during World War 11 as a
"grave injustice."
In 19%, Cuba downed two small American planes that it claimed
had violated Cuban airspace.
Ten years ago: In a ruling that expanded legal protections for parody and satire, the Supreme Court overturned a $200,000 award that
the Rev. Jerry Falwell had won against "Hustler" magazine and publisher Larry Flynt.
Five years ago: Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney announced he was stepping down. At the Grammy Awards in Los
Angeles, Eric Clapton won six trophies, including album of the year
for "Unplugged" and record and song of the year for "Tears in
Heaven."
One year ago: Secretary of State Madeleine Albright met in Beijing
with Chinese officials, telling them to improve their country's record
on human rights or face condemnation by the United States and its
allies. The Food and Drug Administration named six brands of birth
control as safe and effective "morning-after" pills for preventing
pregnancy.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Abe Vigoda is 77. Actor Steven Hill
("Law and Order") is 76. Movie composer Michel Legrand is 66.
Actor John Vernon is 66. Georgia Gov. Zell Miller is 66. Opera singer
Renata Scotto is 63. Actor James Farentino is 60. Actor Barry Bostwick is 53. Actor Edward James Olmos is 51. Singer-writer-producer
Rupert Holmes is 51. CBS News correspondent Paula Zahn is 42.
Country singer Sammy Kershaw is 40. Singer Michelle Shocked is 36.
Rhythm-and-blues singer Brandon Brown (Mists) is 15.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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SI di•

10 Beard of
grain
11 Obtained
16 — finger
18 ET's ship
20 Summer
shade
22 Actress
Hayek
23 Heron
25 Anesthetic
27 Spanish title
28 Wyoming
mountain
range
30 Ms Peron
32 — Kippur
36 Cash ending
38 Part of BIT
41 —player
43 Total
45 'Flash —'
47 — Galahad
49 Comforts
52 Offer
ternporanly
54 Robert Stack
role
55 Took a chair
56 Espionage
org.
57 Kapok robot
59 Wocliding
words
60 ROCHWII
63 C-F linkup

Spleen?"
— "I Left My Sponge in San
Francisco"
— "What Is This Thing Called
Lunch?"
DEAR READER: I love new projects, and this is a great one — very
clever and amusing. I'd add "Surgery
for Sale," "It All Depends on Your
Insurance," "X-raying in the Dark"
and "There'll Never Be Another
Enema." My favorites also include
unchanged titles, such as "I've Got
You Under My Skin," "Black and
Blue," "Please Don't Talk About Me
When I'm Gone" and "When Hearts

Are Young."
However, the most fun is tossing
this out to the reading public. All
right, everybody — start thinking, pull
out your pencils, and send me your
titles for the Hospital Hit Parade. In a
few weeks, I'll publish the funniest

examples. Ready. Get set. Go!
DEAR DR. GOTT: Because of
arthritis, my husband takes 1800 milligrams of ibuprofen daily, on his doctor's recommendation. He feels better, but isn't this addictive?
DEAR READER: Ibuprofen and
similar drugs are not addictive. They
simply reduce the inflammation that
accompanies many types of arthritis.
For millions of consumers, ibuprofen
makes an enormous difference in the
quality of life by enabling arthritic
patients to maintain greater independence.
This benefit is not without hazard,
however, because ibuprofen can
cause gastric irritation, stomach
upset and intestinal bleeding when

used for extended periods. This is a
real concern and is something that
your husband should remember.
Nonetheless, in most cases, the benefit outweighs the risks — especially if
sucti patients have regular checkups
by their physicians.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Managing Chronic Pain."
Other readers who would like a copy

should send $2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Mill Station, New
York, NY 10114. Ile sure to mention
the titie.
NINIIIPAMM INTIMPREC ASSN

Best Copy Available
12
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WKMS to begin
first fund-raiser
of year Feb. 27

'Miracle Worker'
auditions set
at Playhouse

pledges is needed to insure the
station's survival and progress.
In its 28th year of broadcasting,
WKMS serve listeners in five states
with in-depth international, national
and regional news and information
plus a wide variety of music (classical, jazz, folk and bluegrass, blues,
Collegiate FFA students and faculty from the Murray State University
new age and more).
department of agriculture recently held a speaking contest and clinic In
Anyone who wants to contribute
cooperation with FFA chapters across west Tennessee. The activity is held
to WKMS may do so directly by
each year to help FFA high school students prepare for upcoming district and
sending a pledge check made payregional compotitim Pictured are MSU participants who attended.
able to WKMS/MSU Foundation to
WKMS, 2018 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071. Visa, MasterCard and Discover pledges are also
accepted.
Some regional corporations will
Students and faculty from the
hope that we can continue to offer
match employees pledges. Murray
Murray State University department this opportunity in the future and
State University employees may
of agriculture recently traveled to that it will become even bigger and
request their pledges paid through
Peabody High School in Trenton, better.
payroll deduction.
Tenn., to host their annual West
"This event has always been an
WKMS depends greatly on the Tennessee FFA Speaking Clinic
integral part of our departmental
kindness of volunteers for help and Contest.
during fundraisers. If you'd like to
This event, a joint effort between recruiting plan and we continually
get involved(and there are all kinds
MSU agriculture faculty, MSU Col- receive excellent results from this
of jobs from stuffing envelopes to legiate FFA, and FFA chapters activity," Brannon said. "It is an
answering phones), call 800-599- across west Tennessee, provided excellent public relations activity
4737 and give your name and phone
training and competition in FFA for our department and provides us
number as a possible volunteer. creed, extemporaneous and pre- an opportunity to showcase our
program to people who might not
91.3 FM studios are on the eighth
pared speaking events.
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
The contest was designed to help otherwise know about it. In other
words, if prospective students do
Centcr at Murray State University, over 100 of the most talented FFA
located at the corner of 15th St. and
members and their advisors prepare not come visit us, we will take our
Olive Blvd. in Murray.
for upcoming district and regional show on the road and visit them."
competition. It also provided addiThe department of agriculture at
tional leadership and technical exMurray
State offers programs leadperiences to MSU Collegiate FFA
person.Tonight: Make dinner plans. members and allowed departmental ing to baccalaureate degrees in
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
faculty the opportunity to interact agricultural science,animal science,
**** Others demand financial with secondary agriculture instruc- animal health technology, equine
clarity, though you cannot seem to tors and students in the west Ten- science, agronomy, agricultural
get the information you seek. Some- nessee area.
education, agricultural mechanizahow, someone's perspective doesn't
"We hope that this event will help tion, agricultural communications,
work for you. Explain to a co-worker
young people to develop their agri- horticulture and agribusiness ecohow you are stymied. Concentrate
cultural leadership skills," said Dr. nomics; along with a pre-profeson improving your effectiveness.
Tony
Brannon, chairman for the sional program in pre-veterinary
Tonight: Initiate a conversation.
MSU
department of agriculture. medicine.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
For more information about any
***** You need to let go of a "Agriculture is in need of leadership
difficult partner. It is time to realize and there is no better training than of these programs, call (502) 762that you can't change him. A loved that received through the FFA. We 3327.

91.3 FM WKMS, the listener
supported National Public Radio
member station serving the Four
Rivers Region from Murray State

University, is calling upon listeners
to get together and raise $.55,000 for
its first fundraiser of 1998.
The on-air phase of "Get
Together Again for WKMS" gets
under way Feb. 27, when 91.3 FM
staff and friends will invite listeners
to call 800-599-4737 and pledge.
A theme this spring will be
current and future happenings in
individual communities of the station's coverage area. Special guests
will include event coordinators of
many area festivities and other
community people "in the know."
The fundraiser actually kicked
off earlier this month when WKMS
volunteers began contacting listeners who've contributed before to
renew pledges.
With Congress still studying how
to fund public broadcasting beyond
the year 2000, public radio stations
across the country must rely more
heavily on its members for financial
support.
Like other public radio stations
nationwide, WKMS must look to
listener and underwriters to make up
for reductions in federal grants. This
means an increased number of

MSU helps host contest

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Feb. 25, 1998:
Much is going on behind the scenes.
Others value your perspective,
though you might be better off saying less and resorting to innuendo
instead. Those who want to get your
message will. Make an effort to consolidate and build mori• structure in
yow- finances. Occasional timeouts
will refresh your mind and emotions. If you are single, you are likely
to meet someone special this year.
Be open to the sharing that is possible.Ifattached, work on a common
cause. Share your opinions and
thoughts with your significant other,
whofinds you a bit aloof. AQUARIUS
reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You are serious and need
to aim high to get what you want
done. Others seek you out for advice.
Make time fora group presentation.
This could be an excellent opportunity to network and establish yourself as even bigger player in your
field. Tonight: Be with friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You are in the limelight.
Others come to you for answers,
direction and ideas. It seems natural to assume responsibility. Realize
the other side of the coin: Resentment builds more easily when :•ou
are a leader. Set a pace, and stick to
it. Tonight: Push papers.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** You are determined to get
exactly what you want. A friend
waves a red flag. Remember, this is
your call. Make calls, and reach out
for others. Consult with experts to
help you make a decision. Newsfrom
a distance is worth relaxing over.
Tonight: Rent a movie.
CANCER (June 21-July 221
**** Work pressure forces your
hand. On some level, you wonder
how much you can handle. Establish
limits, and be direct. An associate
who is tied to you financially has lots
ofideas. Don't get stuck; brainstorm
together. Tonight: Talk over dinner.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***sr* A decision comes after enormous forethought. You aren't likely
to go along with a partner who has
been flaky lately. Carefully evaluate
discussions about a trip. You might
not be in the mood to deal with this
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one opens up to you. Creativity and
happiness mix as you take a step
into a brand-new world. It's time to
start taking care of yourself. Take
time for a favorite hobby. Tonight:
Fun and games.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Deal with family. Day-to-day
matters are difficult, and somewhat
strained. Listen carefully to another,
and open up to new possibilities.
Your energy could be a bit low. Try
not to take on more than you can
handle. Eliminate the superfluous.
Tonight: Put your feet up.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** A loved one has something
serious on his mind. Listen carefully
to what he says; he means it. Communications flow, when you open up
and have a much-needed conversation. Clear your desk, and catch up
on news. Tonight: At a favorite spot.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Handle a difficult securityrelated issue. Others aren't as comfortable as you are dealing with
funds. Check out an investment. In
some way, you are a bit of a stick in
the mud. Examine your response.
You might be responding to
"shoulds." Tonight: Treat yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You move through a tense
discussion;someone doesn't want to
reveal what is on his mind. Your
charm can help with a difficult situation. Keep smiling,knowing clearly
where you are heading.Another cares
more than you know. Tonight: Your
wish is another's pleasure.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Detach yourself when it comes
to money. Right now,a situation has
you down; actually, you can turn it
around. Seek out more information,
but give yourself time to make a
decision. Talk to a friend who really
cares. Tonight: Take a night off.

BORN TODAY
Writer-producer Larry Gelbart
11928), musician George Harrison
(1943), singer Faron Young(1932)
*4s
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INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS
& FARM SUPPLIES

GRAND OPENING FEB. 27 8 28
Stop By And Look Around
FREE Drinks, Popcorn & Hot Dogs
* Register For Door Prizes To Be Given Away *
Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
1204 Johnson Blvd.
502-759-0061
(Behind Walter's Pharmacy)
Murray, Ky.
Fax 759-0063

DEATHS
Mrs. Florence Waddell
Services for Mrs. Florence (Midget) Waddell will be today at 3 p.m.
at the Church of God of Prophecy, Sturgis. A.J. Winters will officiate.
Burial will follow in Pythian Ridge Cemetery, Sturgis, with Whitsell Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Waddell, 54, Benton, died Sunday, Feb. 72, 1998 at 6:46 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband, Bobby Waddell; two daughters,
Mrs. Kim Duncan and husband, Billy, Murray, and Mrs. Mandy Brian
and husband, Bill, Benton; one son, Bobby Wynn Waddell and wife,
Ariana, Benton; onc sister, Mrs. Zelda McDowell, Marion; seven
brothers, Bill Wharton, Georgia, Jimmy Wharton, Louisville, Larry
Wharton, Florida, Clarence Wharton, Henderson, Walter Wharton,
Hawaii, Sammy Wharton, Henderson, and Donna Wharton, India;
eight grandchildren, Erick and Kenny Duncan, Britzi and Chris Waddell, and Brett, Taylor, Breana and Dakota Brian.
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Rannitt Melvin
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Investment Rates
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30-MONTH
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MINIMUM

500

500

500
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INTEREST
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1 1 1 1 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Get Your
Auto
Insurance
From An
Agent
Who Cares
As Much
About Your
Coverage
As You Do.

The car you drive is an
expression of who you are, so
it's important to make sure it's
fully protected. When you're
ready to renew your auto insurance, give me a call. I know just how
special your car is to you, and I'll put my
experience to work for you, to find the
exact Grange coverage you need for
today - and tomorrow.
Your partner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray
David R King

1/4
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NC - no chancp• in once
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tion will go toward tobacco management and production classes.
"United States Tobacco Manufacturing Company feels that
meetings such as these are worthwhile for the tobacco growing communities as they give tobacco producers the opportunity to be informed on new and improved
cultivation practices," Cadd said.
"We appreciate U.S. Tobacco's
consideration and continuing support of dark-fired tobacco growers,"
said Stockdale.

1

Schering-Plough...-...751/16 • 13/16
Sears
543/s Tesaco-.»..-.-.....-..541s/16 NC
Time Warner..--.6615/16 - 1/4
Union Planters.......611/16 - 1/4
343/s 46.118 + 7/is
'Hillard Lyons is a marital eraser in this

24 Rovillre,re

753-9132

USTM helps program
United States Tobacco Manufacturing Company donated $2,400 to
the Calloway Young and Adult
Farmer Program in Murray.
The organization operates under
the Calloway County Board of
Education and serves farmers and
families with educational classes.
Gary Cadd, vice president of
United States Tobacco Manufacturing Company, will present the
check to Johnnie Stockdale, adviser, Calloway County Young and
Adult Farmer Program. The dona-

Playhouse in the Park announces
auditions for "The Miracle Worker"
Feb. 23-24, at 7 p.m. in the Green
Room of the Playhouse.
There are parts for three men,
four women,one boy and one girl.
"The Miracle Worker" is principally concerned with the emotional
relationship between the lonelyteacher and her blind charge.
Little Helen,trapped in her secret
world, is bitter, violent, spoiled,and
almost animal-like. Only Annie
realizes that there is a mind waiting
to be rescued from the dark,tortured
silence.
However, Annie's success with
Helen comes only after some of the
most turbulent, violent, and emotion-packed scenes ever presented
on the stage. This production opens
April 17 and will run through May
3.
Reservations are being accepted
for "I Hate Hamlet," which opens
March 13. Call 759-1752 or 1-888759-5991 to reserve a spot.
Robert Valentine is the director
of this hilarious adult comedy about
the ghost of John Barrymore.
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